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1. Executive Summary 

In its formative years, the North American Numbering Plan (NANP) required little more 
than ad hoc administration. Initially, the assignment of NANP resources was based on a 
single service (POTS [Plain Old Telephone SeiVice]) and the addressing of geographic 
destinatiOilS. Consequently, there was only marginal need for a detailed numbering plan for 
the future - a reference document predicting the direction in which the telecommunications 
industry would move and proposing a complementary numbering plan that will be efficient 
and productive. The environment in which the telecommunications industry exists today is 
in dramatic contrast to the preceding decades. A numbering plan for the future that 
facilitates the evolution of telecommunications is now urgently required. One of the near
term events that must be addressed in this plan is the 1995 availability of 640 new 
"intexchangeableH Numbering Plan Area (INPA) codes. The need for a near-tenn strategy 
on the appropriate allocation of this new inventory of 640 codes and a long-tenn plan for 
the evolution of numbering within World Zone l {WZI), persuaded the North American 
Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) that the future of numbering in WZI should be 
organized and planned more deliberately to reflect the emergence of new 
telecommunications trends. The following second edition of the NANP A proposal on the 
future of numbering in WZI co111inues to be an effort to address tiU.s need and has been 
revised in response to the comments on the first edition received from 37 
elllities!individuals within the telecommunications sector. 

The proposal for the future of the NANP detailed in this document must answer at least 
three primary questions: 

1. Is the NANP adaptable to emerging new services, architectures, and technologies? 

2. Will the 10-digit fo!Illat of the NANP, if not a:pandedfor reasons other than exhaust, 
have adequate resources to last well into !he 21st century? 

3. Can the NANP meet the needs of the users and providers of World Zone 1 (North 
American) relecommunicarions? 

The proposal detailed below leads to an affirmative response to each of these questions. 
This second edition proposal, revised in response to sector comments, is now a 
telecommunications sector docume/ll under development as well as the future numbering 
plan recommendation of the North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA). 

The proposal has a natural starting point- 1995, the implementation year for INPA codes. 
Accordingly, the critical time period is between now and 1995 during which a plan must be 
fonnulated on how the additional 640 JNPA codes, gained by the implementation of 
interchangeable codes, should be allocated!. The year 2025 is an arbitrary choice for "end 
of study." It is not so far in !he future as to undermine the credibility of predictions but far 
enough removed from today to disassociate commitments to current technology, policy, 
and services from the development of futuristic concepts on the customers' needs from the 
telecommunications industry and its numbering plan. Consequently, the approximate 
timeframe of this proposal is 1995-2025 and beyond. The selection of the year 2025, or 

1 TM 1"""-'try C~rs Compatibility Fcmun (ICCF) hns/ormed o ,.,.blwp. i11 r~sponse 10 aNANP A
~M Wue. 10 tkvell>p al/oc<Uit>ni>nd wsignmeN gui<Uiinesfor 1M INPA cod<s. Ho-ver, til£ 
NANPA stU/felt obligtU~d to propou a"""' ollocationscMmt:, rtjlectU.g sector comments on tMfirst 
scMmt:. in tJois ~cond ~dition proposal as a recommelllhd :rttlt'ling poinlfor tM workshop. 
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any other long-range planning date, is not to be construed as a prediction for the eventual 
exhaust of the 10-digit format of the NANP. As explained later in this document, the 
resources of the 1 0-digit format are expected to meet se:vice needs well beyond 2025. 

In order to detennine the credibility of a proposed plan, there should be: 

1) a set of ataibutes against which the plan can be compared both during its development 
and upon completion; 

2) a Jist of global assumptions to establish the environment for the development of the plan 
proposal; and then 

3) a set of guiding principl~s for the assignment and use of NANP resources under the 
plan. 

The attributes, assumptions, and principles were all developed and are in Appendix E, 
Section 3.3, and Section 3.4, respectively. 

The numbering plan proposM here comainsfour major parts, the short-term plan for the 
allocation of NANP resources after the implementation of interchangeable NPA codes 
(Section 4), ifllennediate-term numbering issues (Sections 5 & 6), the long-term goals and 
predictions for the telecommunications industry and the NANP (Section 7), and rhe 
proposal for a World Zone 1 and Unked Slllks steering committee srrw:rw-e (Section 9). 

The most significant aspects of the short-term plan are: 

• The allocation of 160 of the 640 1NPA codes for assignment as geographic NPA 
ood~. 

• The allocation of 160 of the 640 INP A codes for non-geographic applications. 
• The allocation of 320 of the 640 INPA codes for growth in borh the geographic and 

non-geographic allocations and the ulrimate expcm:;ion of the NANP 10-digit formal. 
• A perspective on dialing consilkraJions, including abbreviated dialing. 
• A perspective on number portability. 

The nwst significant intermediate-tenn issues discussed are: 

• A perspective on Number Portability. 
• A discussion of Dialing Consilkratio/l.S. 

The most significant long-term NANP goals are: 

• The Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) of the future will be a "virtual 
sea.mless networX." 

• The nse of overlay NPA codes will provide relief for geographic NPAs facing office 
code e"'haust. 

• The use ofuniversallO-digit dialing within the NANP. 
• Public networks will interconnect, and private networks may interwork with public 

networks. 
• The "dialing" process by which an end user accesses the public network will 

commonly be performed by a ~smart" user-network interface. 
• The telecommunications sector's agreement on an ultimate expansion plan for the 

NANP will apply after the exhaust of the current 10-digit format 



• The potential for numbering and dialing plan integration will be pursued after human 
factors and technical considerations permit 

The short-term plan is intended to evolve to include those issues of the ifllermediate-tenn 
and the goals of the long-term plan deemed appropriate by the telecommunications 
industry. The NANPA will sponsor lhe cooperative industry effort neederl to implement the 
short-term plan and its evolution to the issues of the intermerflllle-tenn and the goals of the 
long-term plan. 

The proposal also includes a recommendation to form both a world Zone 1 and a United 
stales Numbering Steering Commiltee (Section 9). 

lltis second edition document, "The NANPA's Proposal on the Future of Numbering in 
WZl ",is being widely distributed for review throughout the WZI telecommunications 
sector (industry entities, associations, affiliated agencies, regulatory bodies/committees, 
and forums). The NANPA will sponsor the first meeting if the Fumre Of Numbering 
Forum (FNF)- ll1l open forum- in the Washingwn, DC area on March 16-18, 1993. The 
NANPA imend.r to use ANSI procedures, i.e., a contn"buticm-driven co/I.Sensus process, 
for this forum. The NANPA will continue to sponsor the forum meetings as long as the 
industry deems it appropriate and progress is being made. The goal is 10 achit!lle consensus 
on an overall WZ111llmbering plan as well m its individlml components. Absem CO/I.Sensu.r 
on the plllJI and/or its compoll£11lS, the documentation accumulated will be referred to the 
appropriate regulatory agencies. 



2. Introduction 

It is incumbent on planners of telecommunications seiVices to check and recheck the 
infrastructure on which such services rely. One dominant feanm:: of this infrastructure is 
numbering. Accordingly, this proposal addresses the present and future role of 
"numbering" within the Nonh American Numbering Plan (NANP) area, with emphasis on 
effectiveness and adaptability. Since 1947, when area code assignments in the original 
NANP were first officially published, the very definition of numbering has changed. It 
continues to change with the evolution of the telecommunications industry itself. The 
following sections will define numbering as it was in the past and as it is today, and then, 
building on that base, offer a numbering plan proposal that looks ahead to 2025. 

The proposal view begins with 1995. Over the 30-year span to be examined, the issues 
anticipated in or near 1995 will have a clearer focus. The early resolution of these issues 
has priority. A 30-year time span involves forecasts not nearly as clear. But elements such 
as numbering capacity can be estimated and tentative judgments reconl.ed. 

Numbering is described above as one dominant feature in the provision of most 
telecommunications services. Numbering does not stand alone, however, nor should it be 
assumed that numbering sufficiency can assure overall service viability if numbering is not 
embedded in a complete telecommunications service plan that optimizes the service package 
and its reliance on an effective and adaptable numbering plan. 

The NANP and the proposals for it, contained herein, must be compatible with 
international telecommunications agreements. The NANP is part of the "Numbering Plan 
for the ISDN Era," known as CCITT's (International Telegraph and Telephone 
Consultative Committee) international numbering Recommendation E.164. The NANP 
and, consequently, any proposals recommending its future, must conform to E.164 or its 
successor if international services with worldwide applications are to be accommodated. 
Services confined to North America must not conflict with global international services. 

The fir:;r edition of the NANP A proposal was distributed to the telecof1ll1Ulllicatiol\J sector 
for review and comment. Thirty-seven eruities!individunls submitted commems to 
NANPA. AppernJix K lists those eruities/indi">'idunls which submitted comnumts. The 
NANPA thoroughly reviewed the commems arnJ revised the Proposal based on the 
comments as well as the bwwledge gain.edfrom participation in the ongoing numbering 
discussiol\J in se\lerai sectt;r forums arnJ ageru:ies. This second edition, is NANPA's if/on 
to produce a proposal tlwt reflects, not incorporates, the commerus in order to offer to the 
telecommunicatioi'IS sector o draft plan for its consideration, rfilision, and ultimtJte 
COl\Jel\JUS. 

2.1 The past end present of the NANP 

The NANP was designed for the public switched network already in place and growing 
dynamically to meet conditions prevailing at the end of World War TI. Operators had been 
completing long distance calls long before the introduction of standardized NANP 
destmation codes. Beginning November 10, 1951, when Englewood, N.J. initiated Direct 
Distance Dialing (DDD), customers and operaron; were introduced to the 10-digit NANP 
fonnat represented symbolically as N0/1X-NNX-XX:XX2. Customers still maintained 
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several supporting dialing options of which "Dial 0" was a familiar backup for any non
dialable calls. The 10-digit DDD follllllt. however, shortened 10 seven digits for use within 
the home NPA, was the dominant new element. Although the 10-digit NANP format has 
been remarkably stable, prefix usage has varied. Early use of llX+ service code access 
eventually gave way to 1+ access. Some cities adopted common control switching, 
avoiding prefix usage. Other locales employed mixed ammgements of common control and 
step-by-step. In 1960, prefiX 0+ offaed a dialable means to link DDD with operator 
assistance. The progression of format change is shown in Appendix A. 

Progressively, the routing of long distance calls no longer followed step-by-step tradition. 
Provisions to analyze clustas of digits (normally the leading three but often the leading six) 
were added to all key network switches. In and after 1970, the prefixes 011 and 01+ 
ushered in the era of international dial service. The NANP became one of the "national" 
components of CCIIT Recommendation E.l63 (now Recommendation E.164). 
Throughout the evolution of the NANP, capacity and adaptability were, and should 
continue to be, subject to ongoing scrutiny. 

The title "North American Numbering Plan" is somewhat of a misnomer, since the area it 
serves is not geographically what is considered to be North America. For example, 
Mexico, part of North America, is not currently part of the NANP. Conversely, Hawaii, 
nOl technically a part of North America, is a part of the NANP. The area served by the 
NANP includes those jurisdictions (listed in Appendix B) described in CCITT 
Recommendation E.l64 as World Zone l (WZI). The area served by the NANP 
consequently equals WZI. Altfwugh this proposal is for the future of numbering within 
WZJ, the WZJ numbering plan, whateJ>er it evolves to be, must Mt adversely impact 
u-sers ouJside ofWZl (11uf must, in fact, atlempt to nwJ:e it as easy to communicate wirh 
WZJ wers as possible. The NANPAperspective is that while the WZl telecommunications 
sector is redesigning the WZl numbering plan it must consider the impact that proposed 
changes might have on the rest of the international telecommunications community (11uf the 
f:nlernational carriers that transport calls into and our ofWZl. 

2.2 The North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) 

Bellcore was assigned the function of administering the North American Numbering Plan 
(NANP) in an amendment ro the Plan of Reorganization that implemented divestiture, 
which Plan was entered and approved by the Modified Final Judgement (MFJ) coun. 
Bellcore has performed the function ofNANP Administrator (NANPA} since divestirure 
(January 1, 1984). The NANP is the numbering plan for World Zone 1 (see Appendix B) 
which consists of Canada, the Caribbean administrations listed in Appendix B (those 
within NPA code 809}, and the Unired States. The Fedemi Communicati.ons Commission 
(FCC) has asserted plenary jurisdiction over the administration of the NANP within the 
United States. In Canada, the Ministry of Communications is responsible/or overseeing 
Canadian nwnbering resources. Within the Caribbean basin, no central authority exists 
with jurisdiction over the Caribbean NANP resources. The governments of each of the 
Caribbean administrations within lhe NANP participate in the discussion of numbering 
issues involving their respective countries on an "as needed basis" and voluntarily 
acknowledge the NANP A as "ombudsman" for their numbering needs. 

2 N=digits 2-9; X=digits 0-\1; 0/1= digits 0 or 1. 
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The NANPA's responsibilities include the following: 

• Administer !he NANP resourceS' 4 fairly and impartially to the mutual benefit of users 
and service providen in the entire NANP region- WZl. 

• Work cooperatively with standards bodie"s, industry fonnns, national and international 
organizations, and appropriate government agencies to seek and implement 
consensus5 on NANP administrative procedures and design changes. 

• Ensure that code conservation techniques are employed in the assignment and 
utilization of NANP resources. 

• Seek to ensure the availability of NANP resoun:es for legitimate6 applications. 

• Adapt the NANP, by industry consensus and! or with industry fora assistance, to the 
changing requirements of the telecommunications industry users and service 
providers. 

• Represent the NANP interests to national and global standards and telecommunications 
bodies. 

In. the performance of these responsibilities, the NANPA is subject to the plenary 
jurisdiction and oversighJ of the appropriate regulatory agencies within the 18 countries 
served by the NANP. The regulatory agencies within these countries have joint NANP 
oversight of general policy,planning, procedural issues and individud NANP oversigh!of 
specific numbering issues uniquely impacting their respective territory. No single 
regulatory agency has full jurisdicrWn or oversigh! over the entire NANP. The NANPA 
currently maintains con/aCts with the appropriate stoif personnel of these agencies regarding 
NANP issues and NANPA decisions. 

It is with these responsibilities in mind that the NANPA developed this proposal for the 
future of numbering ill WZI. 

2.3 Attributes of an effective numbering plan 

In order to develop a credible numbering plan proposal, a set of attributes was applied that 
details the functions of an effective and efficient numbering plan. These attributes were 
considered throughout the plan developrm:nt process and the final proposal was tested 

J A II.> I ojNANP ruourc~s curumly tulministued by tile NANPA is contained in Ap~ndU C. 

4 CO codes within geographic NPA codes historically ~ btt:n administer-ed by the dominaru LEC 
within !he NPA, nO! !he NANPA (with the exceptica of the 809 NPA code for B~rmwla a1ld the 
Canbbean). Sltlting the cunont procetbu~sfor CO code administra1Wn do~s Mt pr~suppou tile futwe. 

5 The conunsus process referred to is th<lt uud by tile NANPA wilereby rile re/uo~otions sector is 
reque•ted 10 rel'i..w tutd comme/11 on NANP i:Jsues. proposals, recommeNiili.Wns.llnd decisions with tile 
U.tent of buildillg sector conunsus (see Appendb:D for fo11her consensu.s procus deklils). 

6 "Legitimale applications" are gonually <kt~nnined by rhe rat ojindllstry-uppro»ed assignment 
guiM/ines,feduoJ ondlor slillelprovindal regulations. tJNJ/or the opproprit:te r~gukltory ~s. 



against them. These attributes were developed by the NANPA and are offered as pan of the 
proposal for fndustry discussion, revision, and ultimate agreement. The proposed atrributes 
~listed and explained in Appendix E and are WJa/ytical/y compared with the proposal in 
Appendir M. 

2 .4 Functions of numbers within the NANP 

Important to the development of this numbering plan proposal is an understanding of the 
functions intended foe the numbers within the numbering plan. An analysis of the functions 
of numbers within the NANP is contained in Appendix F and is offered as pan of the 
proposal for industry discusskm, revision, and ultimate agreement. 



3. The Development of the NANPA Proposal for Future 
Numbering in WZ1 

3.1 Purpose and scope 'of the proposal 

In its fonnadve years, the NANP reqllirnj little more than ad hoc administration. Thtml was 
only marginal need for a detailed numbering evolution plan for the futuie, That is, there 
was little nl!l:d for a reference document predicting the direction in which the 
telecommunications industry would move and proposing a complementazy numbering plan 
tllat will be efficient and productive. The environment in which the telecommunications 
industry exists today is in dramatic contrast to the preceding decades. A numbering plan for 
the future that facilitates the evolution of telecommunications is now urgently required. One 
of the near-term events that must be addressed in this plan is the 1995 availability of 640 
new "interchangeable"7 NPA codes (INPA). The need for a near-term strategy on the 
appropriate allocation of this new inventory of 64{1 codes and a long-term plan for the 
evolution of numbering in WZl, persuaded the NANPA that the funrre of numbering in 
WZl should be organized and planned more deliberately to reflect the emergence of new 
telecommullications trC!ldS. The following NANPA proposals Oil the future of numbering 
in WZl continues to be in respo11se to this need and has been revised in response to the 
comments on the first editiOfl received from 37 entitiesfindividuals within the 
telecommunications sector. 

The proposal for the funrre of the NANP detailed in this document must answer at least 
three primary questions: 

1. Is the NANP adaptable to new technologies, architectures, and services? 

2. Will the Hl-digit format of the NANP, if 110t expanded for reU.'ions other than exhaust, 
have adequate ~sources to last well into the 21st century? 

3. Can the NANP meet the emerging needs of the World Zone 1 (North American) 
telecommunications industry and its users? 

The plan detailed below enables an affirmative response to each of these questions. 

The scope of the proposal on the future of numbering in WZl focuses primarily on the 10-
digit numbering plan applicable to the PSTN in the ISDN era. There are other 
numbering/dialing resources centrally administered by the NANP A (see Appendix C), such 

7 The term "intercbangeable"" codes n:fen to illose codes in the fonnat NXX, wbere N~gil'i 2-9 and 
X;digit 0-9. Prior to the imple=ntation of interchangeable NPA codes the NPA code format was NO/IX. 
The expansion of the second ("B") digit from only a 0 or a I to 0-9 provldes 640 additional NPA codes for 
use in !be NANP. Pn:viOil.Sly centJal office (CO) codes were similarly e:<panded from the NNX format to 
the NXX formal NPA codes and CO codes, after the !lew formalS ate fully implemented, have the same 
format (NXX). helx:e the~ "interchangeable." 

8 TMs proJ'I)wl is I'W longuo~ly o NANPApropi)sal, but a proposal on"ginally ~/opd by 1M NANPA 
and r~vised in respon.re llJ com;m/IIS[rom rM rel~comnllUii&arinn.r secllJr. Howe.,.r . .rinu 1M r<visinn was 
done un.ilo~rally by NANPA, even lho"'lh r~jlecling secror inpw, 1M NANP A w:ommends iu uisting and 
new C<>nle111. TMrtfor~,for e= of rtforou::e. Jhi3 docwnent srill referS /o 1M proposal as lhL '"NANPA 
proposal." 
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as CICs (Carrier Identification Codes), SS7 (Signaling System 7) network codes, and 
vertical services codes. The 10-digit format identifiable with the PSJN/ISDN, however is 
the hallmark and foundation of the numbering plan for North America. Other resources 
administered by the NANPA can arguably be classified as part of the dialing and/or 
service plan (see Section 6.1). Some prefixes and service access codes may be utili:red in 
a uniform manner throughout North America. Others, such as CICs, apply in only a 
portion ofNonh America. All are important, but the 10-digit customer-dialable format is 
dominant. 

This proposal does not, arui should net, contain specific assigll11!ent guidelines for the 
nwnbering resources administered Uy the NANPA.As detailed in Appendix C, assignment 
guidelines already exist or are under conseMUS·based development by the appropriate 
industry forum. The NANPA proposes, however, that the tehcommunications sector 
should undertake to integrate these numerous guidelines into one cohesive 
NANP assignment document and sJwuld set a January 1, 1995 wrgetfor completion of 
such an integration. 

This proposal is intended to be a living document Whatever form it takes after industry 
revi~w and discussion, it is intended that the "NANPA Proposal For The Future Of 
Numbering In World Zone 1" will be periodically revi~wed and updated with industry 
participation and consensus. 

3.2 Proposal tlmeframe 

The proposal has a natural starting point- 1995, the implementation year for INPA codes, 
which makes available for assignment 640 additional NPA codes. The industry has been 
persuaded by cl~ar evidence that pre-1995 area cod~ allocations need detailed and 
convincing justification. It is not as clear what degree of management should accompany 
the 640-code breakthrough. Some might believe that codes should be assignable for 
numerous applications previously not deemed appropriate for NANP resources. 
AccOldingly, now unti11995 is the critical time period during which agreement should be 
reached on how the 640 new NPA codes should be allocated. As is indicated below, the 
philosophy of NPA code conservation should not be relaxed. 

The year 2025 is an arbitrary choice for ~end of study." It is not so far in the future as to 
undennin~ the credibility of predictions but far enough removed from today to disassociate 
commitments to current technology, policy, and services from the development of futuristic 
concepts for the telecommunications industry and its numbering plan. Consequently, the 
approl\imate timeframe of this proposal is 1995-2025 and beyond. The selection of 2025, 
or any other long-range planning date, is not to be construed as a prediction for the eventual 
ellhaust of the 10-digit fonnat of the NANP. As explained later in this document, the 
resources of the 10-digit format can be expected to meet service needs well beyond 2025. 

3.3 Global assumptions relevant to the NANP 

Underlying this proposal on the future of numbering is a list of global assumptions, 
relevant throughout the entire timeframe of the proposal (1995-2025), and dev~loped as the 
foundation on which the principles of the NANP and th~ allocation of its resources were 
constructed. 



3.3.1 Tile countries wltllln W21 will eonllnue to paMiclpate In an Integrated 
numbering plan. 

A recent Canadian study, funded by the Canadian Department Of Communications, 
concluded that Canada should continue as an equal partner in the NANP. Although there 
have been no published studies by the Caribbean participants in the NANP, there has been 
no indication from any of the administrations in the 809 NPA code that they intend 1£1 
withdraw from the NANP. Additionally, there has beenrw expressed interest on. the pan of 
those Caribbean. nations rwt in the NANP to become NANP particfpams 9. 

A common market-like agreement has been reached between Canada, the United States, 
and Mexico. Coincidentally, Telefonos de Mexico is also developing a long-term 
numbering plan. Although the Telefonos de Mexico plan is not expected to propose 
Mexico's inclusion in the NANP, the Nonh American common market-like a~ement has 
not been overlooked. As a result, the Mexican plan includes the consideration of, but not 
the ex~ctation of, participation in the NANP as a potential alternative. 

3.3.2 The design snd lmp~entatkm of thfl numberlnQ plan must lmpaMiaUy 
consider and meet the combined Interests of the publle user community 
and the enure telecommunleaUons seetor1° within W21. 

No segment of the industry should be advantaged or disadvantaged by the design or 
adminlstration of the NANP. The user public is interested in ease of access to the 
telecommunications network and its services. The numbering proposal should not unduly 
burden the public with difficult, complex, and lengthy numbering schemes. The human 
factors impact of any change should be carefully assessed. The current NANPA's 
perception is that the puhlic!usu attitudes regarding numbering and dialing fssues, e.g., 
uniform dialing plan, 10-digiidialing, abbrevimed dialing. are rwt m.dy known despite the 
continuing sta/ements ojin.d#stry entities and segments that their numbering/dialing needs 
are in the best interest of the user.lt ii NANPA 5 perception that such statements are nwre 
often driven by an interest in market presence. NANPA, therefore, recommends that 
the telecommunications 111ector con#der conducting a developmentally and 
statistically sound user survey regarding key numbering and dialing issues 
prior to maldng irreversible decfsions in response 10 market driven statements of need. 

Since the advem of competition in the WZJ te/ecolTU1J#niCations sector, there has been. 
frequent and heated debate regarding entitfement to NANP numbering resources, i.e., NPA 
codes, CO codes, and line numbers, and the alleged adverse affect on. the interests of 
certain segments of the in.d#stry that the lack of such emitlemem causes. TJu"s debate has 
been. heard in. every forum that has undertaken to discuss/resolve alfJ numbering issue, The 
fssue of entitlement has virtwlly rw topical bounds; its scope has technical, regulalory, 
business, operations, administrative, in.rercon.nection, and billfn.g Implications. Despite the 
ardor with which the oppo$ing views of this fssue are expressed, rw singular forum or 

9 lncorporali011 U.to 1M NANP COIZ {)1t}y occur lry 1M ~xpreued w~~lil of 1M M#onlterriwry 111>1 CIIJ'Ten!ly 
0 pori oftM NANP tmdwith fM COIICIIJ'TI'IICe of /M ~ goW!rllmUI ag~nciu and/or IM agree=ll! 
of sM cliTTenl NANP commwoil]. Swch is the cast: wiJh the ~nding US SMte lkporllMnb Sponsors/tip af 
1M inclusion of Guam, /he NortMrnMarianal3/tmds, tmd American. Samoa (all US terriwries} i1!U> 1M 
NANP. 

10 11lroughout this document "telecommllllicaJjons steklr" is an inclusive pluase lor leiecommunlcations 
entities, !he tdl:communic.atioos mer public, govemmeoc agencies involved with telecommllllkations 
publit policy, and telecommunic.atioos industry forums and IL'lSCX:lallons. willriii WZl. 



agency has been requested, rwr Ulli!ateral/y undenaken, to reso/Ye the broad issue of 
NANP resource ernitlemem.Instead, the telecommunications sectiJr has decided, for 
whatever reason, to arrack the issue 0111! smtl/1 piece at a ttme in variou.r and diverse fora. 
The most recent and, from the NANPA 's perspective, the most significant discu.rsions on 
this issue are underway in two ICCF workshcps -the CO Code AssigliTnl!nt Guide/illl!s 
and the INP A As.rignmellt Guidelilll!s workslwps. It is the NANPA 's position that the 
consensus-based development of these assignment guide{illl!s will, in conjUilction with the 
deveiopment of the long-range n.umherfflg plan, resolve the brood issue ofNANP resource 
entitlemefll. 

3.3.3 The NANP should be In conlonnance wllh, and an active fonnulator of, 
the most recent edition of the appropriate International and domestic 
numbering standards; e.g., CCJTT Recommendation E.164. 

Conformance with international and domestic numbering standards promotes compati"bility 
among telecommunications users within WZl and offers lrllnSit and connecting services for 
points outside WZI. 

3.3.4 The NANP Is, and will remain fo.r the for&seeable luture, a 10-dlgll 
numbering plan. 

The NANP is now, and lhmugh 2025 is expected to remain, a 10-digit numbering planll~ 
There are el<ceptions, the most prominent of which are "0", "Nil", and 7-digit dialing. Of 
these variants, only7-digit dialing has a curresponding 10-digit equivalent, the short format 
serving intra-area code calls. To qualify for 7-digit calling, the calling party must have 
knowledge that calling and ca!led area codes match. H they do, then 7-digit dialing is 
sufficient to establish the intended intra-NPA destination. However, seven digits may or 
may not be sufficient to complete a given call in same telephone cotnpany jurisdictions. The 
distinction relates to charging. Some inlni-NPA calls may qualify as Htoll," while others are 
"local." If a dialing distinction is to reveal the "toll/local" starus, it has been traditional (due 
to step-by-step switching) to associate 7-dig:it dialing with "local." In contrast the format 
J+Home NPA-NXX-XXXX is available for home area toll calls. Failure to place a call in 
the appropriate format is now seen as a cause for call rejection in areas electing to use toll 
alerting. Consequently, it follows that7·digit dialing will be encountered both with and 
without toll alerting. Numbering planners have long considered it good J:'ractice for 
switches to accept and attempt to complete any call originated with a valid 10-dig:it address, 
including home area calls for which 7-digit dialing could suffice. It follows that a 10-digit 
allempt to reach an intra-NPA destination could qualify for acceptance if switching 
technology so allowed. Step-by-step switching technology forced rejection of home area 
calls not conforming to recommended dialing prnctices. Such blanket treatment need not be 
continued with common control. 

3.3.5 The digits of the NANP will continue to be those of the decimal system 
{0·9). 

There has been no el<pressed interest in international or national standards bodies to deviate 
from the decimal system as the basis of the worldwide numbering plaiJ. Section 4.4 of the 
most recent CCITT Recommendation E.l64 (approved 23 August 1991) confirms 
international agreement on the use of decimal numbering. 

11 TM up<JII.fiOil of 1M NANP will occ= ~itMr bee= ofrht: ~w:nrual ahau.<r of iu: CW"Tenl JO..llgil 
formn.t or the agrufM!ll within the ~/ecO/JVnUlUcalio/IS s~ctor thm 1M Meds aM imere<ts of tM <ecMr 
~d be ben serwd by U{N111ding tM formm. 



Subjer:t-/71f1tteN!xpens affiliated with the development offumre digiUll services, curremly ro 
be provided on other thnn. the PSTN, have expressed an interest in an alternative numbering 
:;cheme based on the hexadecimal system. More development, implementation, and 
imerworldng Information is required for the telecomnwnications sector to understand and 
study the potential of a hexadedmoJ numbering scheme. 

3.3.6 Ubiquitous International and WZ1 connectivity between public telecom
munications usara will con11111.1a to be accommodated by the WZ1 PSTN 
and Ita numbellng plan (the NANP), and by lntarwotklng arrangements 
with other public networks. 

The significance of this assumption is that the worldwide PS1N must continue to provide 
full connectivity to those usen; subscribing to and familiar with only the "minimal" level of 
telecommunications service. Full connectivity between like teiminals at service levels above 
"minimal" need not be initially ubiquitous, but should be part of an evolving 
implementation plan with scheduled mi.lestooes. 

One issue, cawed by the evolving comperirive environment wit!Un WZJ, is the method by 
which wer aNi network connecn'vity is to be achieved. The debate to date includes rwo 
primary methods, physical connectivity between WZJ carriers' networks or connectivity 
via the allocation of NANP numbering resources. All parties to the debate /unle 
characterized this issue as being bwiness and regulatory in namre and hence have nat 
found an appropriate forum for its resolution. 

Another, and related, ew.;lUJion issue is the e.rrent ofinterconnection!interworldng between 
networks and services historically viewed as Nprivate" and the Npuhlic" network and 
services that u:ilize £,164, and i11 WZJ NANP, numbering resources. Several network 
services and architectures currently i11 the early stages of implementation or under 
development, e.g., broadband ISDN, SMDS, JN, cause the heretofore easily identifiable 
separation poinl between ~private» and NpublicN to be less apparent. The indwtry and its 
w;ers would be best served by a full telecommunications sector ejfon to retkftne the 
terms ''public" and "priYu.te" ill the context and reality of evolving services and 
technology. 

3.3.7 The WZ1 lelecommunlcatlona IndUstry will continue to Include multiple 
networks, network provldera, and aervlee providers. 

Competition in the WZl telecommunications industry is here to stay. An effective and easy 
to usc numbering plan requires the cooperation of the various providers and the 
intemperability of the multiple networks in a competitive environment 

3.3.8 Geographic and non-geographic numbers will coexist. 

The existeliCe and growth of both geographic and non-geographic telecommunications 
services indicates a continuing need/or unique and separate quantities of numbers for both 
applications. The users of telecomnmnications services will be the determinant as to the 
relalive proliferation of each. 

Jr is the NANPA 's perspective that, ahse11t a new tecluwlogy-based addressing scheme, 
jued destination terminals will remain addressable by a geographic number. Co11versely, 
mmry users' situalions and services will involve mobile destination terminals, in place of or 
in addition tojrxed destination terminals, more appropriately served by nan-geographic 
numbers. 



At a minimum, geographic and rum-geographic numbers must coexist within tM same 
puhlic switched network, and, dependenJ on available tecluwlogies and requlremenJJ, e.g., 
damba!ie deployment, number ponability, tMre may need robe, (11. least for the near-tenn, a 
direct relationship between some geographic and non-geographic liJUIIbers. 

3.3.9 NANP resources will continue to be edmlniSiered for the overall good 
Bnd UN of the user public and the telecommunications sec:tor end, u 
such, will not be "owned" by the entitles or usere to which theY are 
assigned. NANP resources will continue to be centrally admln1Siered12. 

The assignment of an NANP resource does not imply ownership. If the good of the user 
public and the telecommunications industry requires the recovery of an assigned resource, 
the resource must be returned to the NANP inventory. Such a policy is only one of the 
reasons for continued central administration ofNANP resources. 

3.3.1 0 An unspecified level of government regulation of the teleeommunlca-
tlons Industry will exlat for the foreseeable future. 

Regulators' (federal, provincial, state, or local) concerns for the availability of basic 
service at a reasonable cost and the belief that the continuity of telecommunications 
networks in WZI is in the public interest, with associated national security impacts, will 
result in continued regulation of the telecommunications industry at some unspecified and 
evolving level. The level ofregularion, and tM related level of competiTion, vary country
by-country within WZJ. Hiswrically, once a comperitive environment is created and 
stabilized, the level of regularion decreases as the level of competition increases. One 
consequence of such a trend will be the.funue assignmem and use ofNANP resowcesfor 
unregulated services and the apparent and consequent Jack of the regulatory bodies' 
oversight inherent in the increase of unregulated services and their need for NANP 
lUIInbering resources. 

The challenge for the telecommunications sector of WZI is to design the NANP - the 
integr(JJ.ed lUIInbering plan for the 18 countries it serves- and its administrative procedures 
in a maTIIU!r that ensures the flexibility necessary for it tofimcrion in a fair an.d equitable 
tnaTIIU!r for all the u.sers and prUI!iders of its diverse regulatory environments. 

3.4 Principles for the assignment and use of NANP resources 

The industry and its users require a set of overall principles that must be met in order to 
assign and use NANP resources. The following principles fonn the basis for this proposal. 
The principles are not listed in any delibertlle order or priority. 

3.4.1 The primary funcllon of NANP numbers wUJ continue to be destination 
addressing. Destination addresses ere of two varieties. 

1. End-user geographic destination addresses- network addresses used to route 
to and address user temrinals nonnally associated with a fixed, geographic location, 
e.g., PSTN}ISDN numbers in geographic NPA codes. 

2. End-user indirect, non-geographic destination addresses- network 
addresses requiring digit analysis or translation (partial, e.g., non-database, or 

12 Thi.! "=wnption" is also appropri~e as anAS.<iglll11ent Prindple and is. tN:rqore, repealed as 
prsrograph 3.45. 
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complete, e.g., dtJiahwe) in order to determine and route to the appropriate destination, 
e.g., da/llbase, tra11Slation point, ne/W<Jrk, urvice provider. 

3.4.2 The preferred method tor the addrasstng Of secondary terminals on the 
user side of the user-network Interlace, In contrast to tarmlnala consid
ered main stations or equiValent, wlll be through th.e use ot ~b
addresses or signaling (protocol). 

In this way there is no impact on the ten digits of the NANP number. While specific 
architectures or services may suggest the use of NANP numbers to address secondary 
terminals beyond a single network interlace, e.g., ISDN, alternatives are preferable and 
conserve NANP resources. The traditional applications of DID (Dire<:t Inward Dialing) to 

PBXs will remain as an alternative for both ISDN and PSTN terminals. DID typically 
invol:'es tariffed treatment of "station~ number blocks and direcdy affects numbering 
capacity. 

CCITT Recommendation E.l64 defines sub-addressing as a "network address extension" 
that exists "outside the ISDN numbering plan." CCITT Recommendation 1.334 details the 
fonnat for ISDN sub-addressing within the ISDN protocoL 

For the Mar-term, sub-addressing andlor sigrwlling technoWgies may not be fi"ailablefor 
secorulary terminal sub-addressing. For the near-term, therefore, NANP numbering 
resmvces remain the appropriau. means for addressing secondary termirwls. 

3.4.3 Tile assignment of NANP numbers will be In accordance with fedaral, 
provincial, state, and local regulations~ lnd Industry-approved 
assignment guidelines, where appropriate. 

Carriers, urvice providers wul other telecommWiications entities qualified under federal, 
provincial, and stale regulations to perfonn the telecommunications functions inherent in 
and requiring NANP numbers and conforming to the industry-approved assignment 
guidelines for the resource req~USted, will qualify for the assignment of such resources. 
The resources assig!U!-d will be the same in format i.e., NPA, central office (CO) code, 
line number, as other carriers, service providers and entities qualified to offer the same 
services or capabilities. The quantity of numbering resources assigned W each carrier, 
service provider, or entity will be based on the requirements, e.g., service projections, 
code fiii da!a, contained within the assignment guidelines for rhe specific numbering 
resources requested. 

3.4.4 Coda conservation Is a necessary principle In the admlnlstrallon of the 
llnlle resources ol tile NANP. 

With the increased NP A code resoun":es available after 1995, there is an ambivalence within 
the industry as to the continuing need for conventional code conservation. The NANPA 
sees this resource as finite with a point of exlutust as demonstrated below. Although there 
has been no study to determine the cost of expanding the 10-digit format, it is widely 
accepted to be a figure large enough to cause the telecommunications sector to defer code 
expansion until absolutely necessary/required and/or until the technology deployed in the 
network is such that code expansion is less costly than it would be with the currently 
deployed technology. 

In section3.1 a/this document, tM NANPA prop<~ses an Industry effort to consalidale all 
existing and developing assignment guidelines into one document. Additionally, the 
NANPA recommends rho! tM consolidated document slwu/d contain a section dedicated to 
the principles of code/number conservalion. 
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3.4.5 NANP resourc,. will ct:~mlnu. ro be IUiml~ tor ,,_ overall good 
al'ld us. of the UHr public end th8 lehlcomnlunbtJDn. uctor end, •a 
such, wtu not be ~owliMI" by tlul fllltllllls or usera to which they are 
salgnscL NANP RI$01/JeH will continue to tuJ ce~~trelly sdmlnfataffld. 

The assignment of a NANF resource does not imply owners/Up. If the good of the user 
public and the rekcomnwnic/Jlions i1ldJistry rtljUiru the recovery cif an assigned resource, 
the resource mJISI be returfll!d to the NANF inventory. Such a policy is only oN! of the 
reasons for colllinut'd central administration cif NANF resources. 

3.4.6 Any potentllll telstammunlcstlons seiYictt Pt'QV/dsr can request NANP 
reaources. 

Any providu, or potenlial provider, of tekcommunicalions services can rutuest NANF 
numbering resources by following the procetbues uwblished for the specific resources 
requested. The appropriate NANF numbering resources wiii be assigned to those 
app/icanrs mating the criteria set forth in the indslstry-developed and approved assignment 
guicklines for the specific resources requested. The numbering plan must address and 
equally meet thE iegi.timme N!eds of all tekc01llmllllic/Jlions service providers. 

3.4.7 NANP rssourcas must be avsJiable lor new snd llgltlmate applies/Ions, 
IIITV/Cas, snd SJNV/Ce pt'QVIdera. 

New technaWgy, apo.ntkd marUt d£mllnd, heighleN!d user expectations, or increased 
service providu capabilities must not be inhibited by the lack ofNANP resources or overly 
resrricrive numbering assignment guidelints. The opportunity to allow the 
telecommunications sector to grow within existing services and create/offer new services 
can nor be dererred by a limiting or inflexible numbering plan. The terms 
"traditional" or "non-traditional" are inapproprUlte reknive to determining what entities 
receive NANP resources. As stated in paragraph 3.4.6, all entities can apply and those 
emities conforming to the appropriate industry-approved assignmem guidelines will be 
assigned resources despite past perceptinns and characreriuuions. 

3.4.8 The assignment of NANP resources must consider and encourage 
effie/tint operation at lhtl PSTH. 

One of the primary jun.ctions of NPA and CO codes within the NANP is to enable the 
public switched Mtwork to e[ficienJly and effectively lumdie calls based on the dialed 
digits. When code-level resources are assigfll!d, consideration 17U4.St be given to avoid 
creating ine[ficiem and/or ineffective call routing and/or handling as well as the inefficient 
and Ulltconomical use oftekcomnwnicationsfacilities. In a do.wbase environment, this 
principle applies to the entire 10-digit number. 

3.4.9 The NANP should btl designed and edmln/SIIrld In a manner that 
minimizes user confusion. 

The public is the ultimate user of the NANP. The success of the NANP, as well as the 
telecomiiiUIIications industry, depends on thE ease with which the user, i.e., consumer, can 
access the network and its services a1ld reach the in1en&d destination. The more difficult 
the numbering plan and telec017117UU1icazion services are to use, the less successful and 
efficient they will be. 



4. Allocation of NANP Resources After the 
Implementation of Interchangeable NPA Codes. 

The 1995 implementation of inten;hangeable NPA (INP A) codes will add 640 NPA codes 
to lhe NANP inventory. This addition increases the number of codes from lhe current 152 
to 792 and has been lhe basis for speculation regarding the future assignment and use of 
this expanded resource. This numbering plan proposal recommends a method 
for the allocation of the 640 lNPA Code!i for the purposes detailed below. The 
NANPA suppons at /eJUt a minimal allocaJion ofinitiol sets of codn In ortkr w ensure the 
availability a[ numbering resources in appropriale quansitia andfoTniDl for geographic and 
non-geographic services. These proposed allocations are based on projected requirements 
for lhe period covered by this numbering plan proposal (1995 - -2025). Specific TNPA 
code assigmnents will occur after a detenniruu:ion of need has been established based on the 
tenets of the INPA Assignment GWd£/ines (when completed) currently under tkvelopment 
within the Industry Carriers Compatibility Forum (ICCF). 11x: proposed allocatioru must 
be flexible. If, over time, acrual code assignmentS indicme a nee4ed adjusrmem in thE 
predictions, lhe allocari.ons should be revised to reflect actual needs. 

The NANPA proposes the allocation of 320 of the 640 interchangeable NPA codes for 
geographic and rum-geographic services and the remaining 320 codes for the additional 
growth of new and existing services in both categories and for the t.'Venruai e:cpansion of 
the NANP 10-digitfonnat. The propose4 allocation,funher detotled below, fs a.s fallows: 

Application Code Allocation Code Allocation t·- quantity 

Geograpfdc lNPA codes: N2X-N3X 160 codes 

Growth! expansion: N4X-N7X 320 codes 

Non-geographic INPA codn: N8X-N9X 160codes 

The proposed allocation is based on the NBw digit of thE INPA. The HBN digit allocation is 
particularly imporwnlfor Mn-geogrophic applicatioru in tlwl it prQllideS upfro11J wer and 
network recognition, by the digits »8" or "9H, thar thE specific call being dialed has thE 
unique attributes of a non-geographic call, e.g., unknown destination and porenrially 
different billing arrangements from geographic cal/.3. Such a capability has been a 
requirement of the developers of rwn-geograpfdc services such as personal communications 
services. 

Ijlwlu!n the 160 codes allocated to either geographic or Mn-geographic applications are 
exhawred, additional codes will be allocated from the numerically closest serof80 codes. 
e.g., the nut set of geographic codes would be 1M 80 codes in the N4X fomrnt and the 
next set ofMn-geographic codes would be the 80 codes m the N7Xformo.t. 

If the industry tktermines tlwl80 codes are temporarily rtl{Wredfor thE "grace period» 
associared with expanding thE 10-digit NANP format, (see Section 43) it will be 



determined at that time which 80 codes, either those in the N5X or N6Xformat, will be 
allocated for rhm purpose. 

It should be 110ted and IUiderstood thnt it is the NANPA's position that telecommunications 
entities are rwt relegated to the we of only geographic or non-geographic numbering 
resources. Geographic and non-geographic codes are assigned respectively to geographic 
and liOn-geographic sen ices regardless of the senice providing entity. For example, a 
wire line carrier or a cellular carrier historically assigned geographic numbering resources 
will qualifY for non-geographic numbering resources for the provisioning of non
geographic services. The assignment processes for the geographic and non-geographic 
INPAs will be determined by the telecommunications sector through the development of the 
INPA assignment guidelines within ICCF. 

Appendi:r. G contains a description of another allocation method, based on the "C" digit, 
considered by the NANPA. Although it has attractive atrribuJes, it is rwtfavored because it 
does not provide ubiquitous upfront user!neiWOrk 110n-geographic recognition since all 
numbers (0-9) already exist in the "C" digit position within the 144 currently assigned 
geographic NPA codes. 

Ap~endix H presents the proposed code a/Wcation in two charts depicting the allocation 
projections and the allocation of the 640 codes by application/ptrrpose. 

4.1 Allocation of NPA codes for geographic assignment. 

The function of numbers within geographic NPA codes is to address geographically-based 
fu:ed or mobile temlinal devices. Based on the continuation of this functionality, it is 
proposed that 160 or the new 640 NPA codes be allocated for assignment as 
geographic NPA codes. The allocation of 160 geographic codes should, based on on~ 
measure (COCUS), ensure the availability of adequate codes to meet the needs of 
geographic services for the period 1995 to 2025. This projected need is based on the 1992 
Central Office Code Un'lization Survey (COCUS)- a NANPA run database of NPA code 
administrator-provided actual and projected tfuta on all CO codes assigned within each 
geographic NPA code. The 1992 COCUS predicts the exhaust of 63 currently assigned 
NPA codes during 1995-2025. The prediction of 63 code exhausts is minimal in that it 
does not include anticipated multiple exluwsts of codes serving densely populated areas Mr 
does it rake into account any potential changes in the growth rate of geographic services 
requiring numbering resources. AdditWnally, the accuracy of the COCUS delta for long· 
term projectWru is suspect; its primary purpose is to predict near-termNPA code exhausts. 

The reservation of codes need not be sequential with respect to numerical value within the 
allocated code sets. A NANPA study is cum:ntly underway to determine the most effective 
method of assigning and reserving geographic NPA codes. NANPA documents as far back 
as 1974 proposed that the first INPA codes to be assigned would be those ending in the 
digits "0-2". That long-standing intention has caused many LECs to defer until last the 
assignment ofNXX codes ending in the digits "0-2" in order to avoid dUlling conflicts with 
a future 1NPA assignment in local and adjacent NPAs. Such deferments are ignored, and 
these codes are assigned, once the remainder of the codes within a given NPA code are 
exhausted. 

4.2 Allocation of NPA codes for non-geographic assignment. 

The function of numbers within non-geographic NPA codes is, from a calling parry 
perspective, to address a fixed or mobile called party at a non-geographically-based fixed or 



mobile terminal and,from a network perspective, W route the call W a translalicrz point for 
erzd-user locarWn. For exnmpk, there are services such as personal co!llll1unications under 
development that propose architectures utilizing a database(s) or other method of digit 
analysis to determine the relevant location of the terminating user or lemlinal device, ie., 
user or terminal mobility !portability. Althcugh the network is aware of the need for a digit 
analysis .function, the dialing user is only aware rhm the dialed non-geographic number 
identifies the called mobile person, TUJtthat there is My implicit nerworkfimctiotwlity 
within the dialed digits. The use of indirect addressing and associated signaling referrals 
inherent in the developing service descriptions for these services and the projected user 
interest in tbe servtces, support the allocation of 160 NPA eodes for non
geographic applications. There is no accurate way to predict the future need for non
geographic codes since the services requiring them are not yet defined. The 160 code 
al/ocatton is bll.'led on preliminary industry estimates of potential personal communications 
subscribers, the intent for eqWtah/e code alioclliionsjor geographic and non-geographic 
services, as well as the potential advantages of reserving a block of codes having a 
common middle (or 'B") digit for ease ofuser}networkrecognition. These non-geographic 
applications are projected to be in two varieties. 

l. Area code assignments forNANP-wide and/or nationwide database applications with 
fully shareable use of a database by multiple providers. 

The database transaction offers either trunk routing advice or a secondary referral. The 
assignment of dedicated NPA codes to these applications is appropriate for caller 
recognition thai the destination user/terminal is mobile. 1be dedicated code also informs the 
network that the call must be routed based on the content of the NANP-wide and/or 
nationwide database (first indirect address). The function of the NANP-wide and/or 
nationwide database will be either to (1) identify and refer the call to the service provider's 
database (second indirect address) where the current location (direct address) of the end· 
user resides, or (2) to inltiate trunk routing to the appropriate end user (direct address) vill 
the indicated transport carrier. The first instance is that of a personal communications 
application with both (1) an NANP-wide or nationwide database and (2) service provider 
databases. The second instance is that of the 800 database or a personal communications 
application with only an NANP-wide or nationwide database. In either instance, line 
numbers (full7-digits), within the non-geographic NPA codes, will be assigned to the end 
user whose proflle will identify the service provider of choice. For diagrams see 
Appendix I. 

2. Central office code assignments (within non-geographic area codes) for non
geographic applications not using a fully shareable database, but requiring separately 
and cenmilly administered blocks of numbers to support referrals to service providers. 

In order to offer personal communications-like services in an environment without an 
NANP-wide or nationwide database, CO codes within dedicated non-geographic area 
codes will be assigned to service providers. The appwpriate network node will perform a 
6-digit translationl3 on the dialed digits to determine the appropriate service provider. 

13 The 6-digits translated are the flr.;e •ix of !he nwnbering scheme (exduding prefixes). NANP-wide, the 
6-dig:its include !he area code and the CO code {NPA+NXX). lntemalion.al.ly, digit analysis is only required 
for up W4-digits prior 10 TimeT (December 31, 1996), including !he counrry code (l.e., counlry code and 
erea code !l+NPA] for calls rew...n for North America). After TimeT, inu:mational digit analysis is 
expanded w up 10 6-digits (ie., counrry code. area code, and 2-digits of the 00 code [l+NPA+NX] for calls 
destined forNa1h America). 
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Given a suitable signaling arrangement, the service provider will receive and translate the 
dialed digits to determine the current location of the tenninating end-user. Numbering to 
facilitate access to information in a database represents new functionality. The database 
'service provider' may or may not have independent starus as a networlc. provider/carrier. 
The role of numbering is to fBCilitate the refemtl process for data retrieval, without regard to 
the ultimate network provider(s)karrier(s). The calling party's carrier preference is honored 
as before, but may be considered tentative until charging issues are clarified. Thus 
'network identification' is clearly differentiated from 'database provider' identification. The 
laner may rely on signaling access alone and is nodal in character. The similarity to '800-
NXX' usage extends only to digit analysis. There need be no "presence" other than 
signaling IUTangements capable of reaching the database provider. Guidelines should seek 
to establish eligibility for service provider status that is consistent in terms of availability 
and fault recovery, since the referral function is critical with respect to all subsequent call 
processing by other service providers. 

The potential for an evolution of this architecture to a fully shareable database application 
will require central administration of the CO codes, while the end-user line numbers will be 
administered by the service provider. 

The 160 allocated codes proposed for personal communications-like applications will be 
apportioned between applications 1 and 2 in a manner that reflects the speed of database 
development, evolution, and deployment. As large nationwide or NANP-wide databases 
are deployed, more codes will be required for application 1 and less for application 2. 
There is no information to date by which to project the eventual apportionment. 

4.3 Allocation of NPA codes for the eventual expansion of the 
NANP to beyond 10-diglts. 

At some point in time, the NANP will require ajornuJt expansionl4, either due to the 
eventual ahaust of its current 10-digit format or due to an agreement within the 
telecommunicatiofiS sector that the needs and interests of the sector would be best served by 
expanding the format. The expansion plan detailed in Appendix J requires the aUocation 
of 80 NPA codes, within the 320 codes allocated for growthfe:rpa11Sion, for transition 
and a "grace period" where both the new and the old formats would be usable. The 
telecommunications sector should begin a work effort to plan for the eventual apansion of 
the 10-digitjormat of the NANP. The acrual allocation of a specific set of80 codes for this 
purpose will occur only if the telecommunications sector agrees on an exparuion plan 
requiring !iliCh an allocation for a "grace period".lja plan not requiring such an allocation 
is agreed to by the telecommunicatiofiS sector, the 80 codes would remain as pan of the 320 
codes allocated for growth. 

4.4 Allocsflon of NPA codes for growth, 
unanticipated/unidentified future needs and/or the 
perpetuation of the 10-dlglt format beyond 2025. 

The proposed allocation of 320 NPA codes as detailed aOOve in Sections 4.1-4.3 does not 
address the potential for unanticipated events, unidentified number resource applications, 

14 Today's 14c/uwWKJ seems to limit the availabl•fomwi exhausl oprions "' jormm apan.<ion. HOWi!wtr, 
by lilt: lim4 ac/WJJ a/oa.ust occurs (presuming llwlforma/ t.:rp<>J~Sion Ml/IWlhau occurred for otht:r 
nasoll.f). there /M"j b< ...w a techno/on /hal would offer Dll easier. less experuiv. alttmUJtiW!. 
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unanticipated growth in geographic and rwn-geographic services, and/or the desired 
maximal longevity of the 10-digit NANP format. 

1. Unanticipated events - changes in national, state, ~vincial, oc local public policy 
decisions that may require the allocation of addnional numbering resoun:es. An 
example is local eJ~change competition that would require the assignment of unique CO 
codes to multiple local exchange carriers IS. 

2. Unidentified number resource applications- the deployment of services, technologies, 
or architectures that may require unique number resources outside the defmed 
geographic and non-geographic applications.The NANPA conducted an analysis of 
prospective future services, technologies, and architectures. The intent was to identify 
and allocate appropriate numbering resources to each. This analysis resulted jn the 
conclusion that specific allocations of numbers to future services, technologies, and 
architectures arc either not necessary, or not appropriate/quantifiable at this time. It 
was det=nined, as a part of this analysis, that the numbering resoun:es required in the 
future will be mainly from the existing geographic or non-geographic categories, that 
is, not requiring a new set of dedicated numbers. It is also perceived that services and 
numbers will be Utcreasingly independent through the use of functional signaling 
capabilities (ISDN and B-ISON). However, if in the long-term these conclusions 
should prove to be faulty, there may be a need to allocate unique code sets to currently 
unidentified services, technologies, and architectures. An example of such a potential 
allocation may be for Enhanced Service Providers (ESPs). 

3. Unanticipated growth- the growth in number resoun:e requirements for geographic 
and noo-geographic applications may exceed the allocaMn of 320code:s prior to 2025. 

4. 10-digit NANP format longevity- the cost of e1<panding the NANP format beyond the 
current 10-digits is believed to be high for current network technology. Therefore, a 
key objective of this plan is to maintain the 10-digit format for as long as possible. 
There is no inference in this plan that the teleconununications sector should presume or 
plan that the 10-digit format will exhaust in 2025. The opposite is in fact !I1.le. It is the 
NANPA's position that code conservation policies (see paragraph 3.4.4) should be 
continued in order to defer NANP exhaust as long as possible. While NANP 
resources should be an enabler to the offering of telecommunications services and not 
a deterrent, there is nothing in the proposal and its assignment predictions that would 
warrant a discontinuance of a major NANP principle - code conservation. The 
proposed reservations detailed above, as well as the uncertainties in the projections for 
the future of the telecommunications sector, lead to the conclusion that the 640 NP A 
codes will be sufficient well into the middle of the 21st century, given reasonable care 
in code management. 

It is therefore reconunended that 240-320 NPA code:s (depending on the need for 
80 codes for 10-digit fonnat ellpansion) be allocated for potential and 
unanticipated events, application~, and growth requirement~ as well as 
the longevity or the NANP 10-digit format. 

IJ LoClll ach<lng~ COitlfMtilioll is an evolving r~gu/tl/I)I'J nquium<N. estublish<d on a siiJU-by-:rtm• basis. 
TMu au varying opillioiiJ: on 1M ultim<n• uknl of local aclumg• competition. 



4.5 The development of administrative (assignment and recovery) 
guidelines, adopted by Industry consensus, for Interchange
able NPA codes. 

The above sections propose the principles by which NANP resources should be assigned 
and an allocation pian for the 640 interchangeable NPA codesl6. There is also a need for 
assignment guidelines, similar in nature to those already in existence for assignment of CO 
codes within the 800 and 900 SACs, to delineate the specific criteria by which these 640 
INPA codes will be assigned and recovered for industry usel7. Additionally, if the 
telecol1lmWiicalkms sector ultimately agrees on a code allocation scheme, similar to the one 
detailed above, these gWdelines should provide a periodic, e.g., every 5 years, code 
allocation review process, with the goal of allocation modification, if/when crppropriate. 

Although there is no plan to recover C\UTently assigned NPA codes with low central office 
code fill, new NPA codes, geographic and non-geographic, will continue to be assigned 
only after code exhaust is adequately substantiated to the NANPA18. 

4.6 Implications for the recovery of assigned NPA Codes with 
low code fill. 

Tk recommendation to consider the recovery of existing geogrcrphic NPA codes with low 
code fill appeared in several commenJS on the first edition of this document and has been 
offered for consideration Uy several entities since the topic of the implementation of INPA 
codes first occurred. Tk code recovery proposals generally reco111m£11fi one of two 
sceruulos: 1. consolidau two or nwre states/provinces with low code fill NPAs, therelry 
eliOb/ing the recovery of one or nwre Wldenailized NPA codes, or 2. erpand the boundary 
of a low code fill NPA across a state/province boundary as pan of a code exlwust plan for 
an adjacent state/province, therelry eliminating the need for a new NPA code assignment. 
Tk NANPA has been reluctani tv pursue these recommendmi.onsfor two primary reasons: 

16 Rtlmtd to tM dow:lop.untof o.ssignmt~l gl'idtlints is tht tllllWIUICemont mo.dt Uy NANPA m tho 
November 1CCF27 muting tMI it i111ends to as<ign an /NPA for tht pwpose of inM>'llt11Umo./ carritr 
Mtwork ithnlificlllion on illlernmioflOI co./Is inbowul to World Znne 1. TM 1CCF26 meeting Md olrelldy 
occepled = lssut to dtvelop o.sdgnmtnt guitklines for tM NNX codes within an INP A code (origiNllly an 
NOO, re»lsed so INPA lll/CCF27)for this pwpost, bU! whltd tM inut pending tht NANPA <kclsion on lllll 
assigntunl of an INPA usowce. Tht NANPA's1CCF27 O.IIIIOIUICt,.,.nl reoclivllled tM i.!sut and a 
worbJwp was form<d /o tkve/op she NNX as<ignmelll gl'idtlinos. It hos olways b«en. and con/Uwes to be, 
the NANPA position tho/ in the absenu of assignment guidtlinlls foro. specific NANP resowce. the 
NANPA Mil assign resources if an applicantsubotruuillles an -wgenl need" thot CtllllWI o.wolttM indJ<stry 
approvol process for o.ssign.unl gui<kliMs. Sru:h il 1M cau with this porticular assignment uf a single 
1NPA. 

17 Cansequtntly. the NANPA origiMted o. lltW issut attM November .uoting uftM !~try Carriers 
Compatibiliry Forwn (ICCF) suggesting /hal IM !CCF estob/ilh a workshop to dtvelop assignment 
guidelinlls for INPA codes. ICCF accepted tht is.rut (11251) and NANPA llgrotd to propau draft o.sdgnmtnl 
guideliMs by JIJJWaF] 31, 1993. 

18 Currently. when/M code administrator projects 1M t:drau.rt of o gtographic NPA code, tM NANP11 
recoiv.s a copy oftM u:ho.u.<t plo.n lnc/JJding CO eo<k fill data. TM NANPA rn>iewstht dato., audils 
as<ignmenl records, and, wMre ap~oprinte, recommends actions Mces:wry. o.g .. uri/iU!lion uf protected or 
reservod codts. prior to 1M as<ignment uf o,..,.. googropl!k: NPA code. FreqUi!nlly, tMse NANPA 
prowiwes hove delayod.ln some cases 51lbstaNiaUy, 1M ~~ted for u MW NP A code o.ssignmell!. 



l.NANPA records as far back a.1 1974 report that stOle regulatory agencies oppose the loss 
of state/provincial geographic identity inherent in either recovery scenariJ:J, and 2. such code 
transfers would necessitate massive c~tomer number changes, Som£thing to be avoided 
for other than reasons of absolute necessity. Additionally, although not explicitly studied, 
NANPA belii!VI!S there to be extensive bil/ingftariff implicaiions inherelll in such code 
transfers/expansions. One version ofNPA code recovery that can be effected however, is 
the expansion of an NP A boundary within a state/province to incorporate part of the area 
within the ex/ulusting NPA code into an adjacent NPA code with low code fill, thereiTy 
elimiflllting the need for a new code assiglllllent. It is NANPA's UJtderstamJing tOOt code 
administrators routinely srudy this option when developing a code exhaust plan. 



--· 
5.0 Number Portability 

There appear to bt' three types of1Wmber portability that slwuld be understood to ensure 
that we in the telecommu.nications sector are ttJ!king about tlu! same type of portability while 
discussing this issue. 

5.1 Number portability types 

5. 1. 1 Local/on portability 

UJcation portability would enable a user 10 take their existing number with them when they 
move. The difficu./ry with which such a capability is possible growr with the distance 
involved. Lccation portabi!ity is relatively easy and i:; usually afforded the user when 
11WI'ing within the same wire center area. When moving outside the wire center area, e.g., 
anywhere within the NANP or even worldwide, location portability becomes increasingly 
more difficult and e:xperuive to prOYide and probably of less general public interest due to 
the lack ofrelaJ.ivejrequency with which such a move mighl occur in comparison to a local 
move. Historically, such number portability has been available 1Jy purchnslng premiwn 
services such as foreign exchange senice or callfolW(JTding. The later, in the case of a 
permmumt move, may have a time limit to its availability. 

5.1.2 Service provldflr portability 

Senice provider portability would enable the user to take their existing number with them 
when they change service providers and is only applicable when there is comperiMn within 
a specific market area. Senice provider portability is an issue when moving among 
wireline senice providers as well as among wireless senice providers. From discussWns 
within the telecommunications sector, thisfonn of portability is the one most frequently 
discussed among regulators. Providing service provider portability without a dntahase 
serving the area within which portability will be available will require the assignment of 
unique central office codes to each service provider. Implementing a database shared 
(central or distributed) by all sen ice providers within the serving area allows for code 
sharing on a line-by-line basis but involves the making of decisions regarding 
implementation and operations costs and strategies. 

5.1.3 Servlcs portability 

Service portability would enable the user to take their existing number, which is unique to 
their existing specific senice, with them when they change to a different service with its 
own unique set of numbers. The NANPA offers two hypothetical cases of senice 
portability: I. a wireline service subscriber also subscribes to a wireless service and 
CUiricipa.ting that most of their calls will be of the wireless nnnue might therefore retj!U!St that 
their existing number, assigned to a wire line senice and carrier, be moved to the wireless 
service and carrier, and 2. new PCS!UPT subscribers may want to talre their existing 
uniquely wireline or wireless number with them when they subscribe to PCS!UPT so that 
their most publicized existing number becomes their uniquely PCS!UPT number by which 
they we reached at whatever terminal they are near at the time of the call.ln each case, the 
inverse scenario could also be true. 
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5.2 Evolution of number portabfffty 

It is NANPA 's perception that all three variations of number portability have varying 
degrees of adwur.tages and implementation complexities. It is apparent to NANPA that 
service provider portability will, 01 some poilll in Dme, be a regulawry requirement in those 
areas where competition exists in the same market area. HoweYer, any such requiremell! 
must recognize the cost of such a capability, e.g., darabase development, deployment, 
operation, and administration, and in.sure that the costs are fairly apportiolll!d wirlu"n the 
telecommunicarWn.s sector.!/ therefore behoves the entire relecomnwnicarion.s sector, i.e., 
Industry, users, and regulators, to actively study the methods by which senoice 
providu portability can be implemented in order to determine the one 
method that is the most efficient and effective. 

- It is also the NANP A's perception that localion portability and sen>ice portability cwrell!ly 
have comparatively limited regulalor iliUrest and therefore should be discussed within the 
contert of user and service provider inJerest. 

Number portability, potenlially in all three varieties, is a very visible capability requiri11g 
sector attention. Olll! of the important attributes of number portability, in all three 
variartons, is the more efficie,.t use, i.e., code fill, of NANP resources. As such, the 
NANPA strongly recommends that number portabiliry must be t1 prime 
consitkration when developing the numbering pltm for the future of WZJ. 



6.0 Dialing Considerations 

Although this documenJ contains a lllmiiKring plM prO{J(Mal and is: not inlended to delve 
into the complexities of dialing plans and addn.ssing, it is dqficuJt not to, at least, provide 
the NANPA perspective on the di/fennlimlon betwem the three disciplines ~numberin;f', 
"dialing", and "addressing". This pe~ective is provided for the sole purpose of 
stimulating industry discussion with the goal of reaching 
agreement/u.nderstarulinglconsensus on what is meant by each of the three tel'IN. The 
remaining paragraphs of this section will then discuss several dialing is.sues. 

6.1 Three Disciplines: Numbering, Dialing, Addressing 

6.1.1 Numbering 

Numbering includes that portion of the dialed digits that conforms to CCITT 
Recommendation E.J64 and can be transmitred across "natlorw.r, i.e., nwnbering plan 
boundaries (WZI ). The basic interlUllWrw.l fomuU is the country code (CC) plus the 
rw.tional number. For domestic calls, i.e .. within the same numbering plan, the country 
code is not dialed. 

For calls originating and terminating within WZI (domestic), the number is the 10-digits of 
the NANP, in both its 10-digit and 7-digitfomwt. 

NPA NXX - XXXX 
201 740 . 4596 

For calls origirw.ting in WZ1 and term/noting outside WZI (inlerrw.tiorw.l outbound), the 
nwnber is tlu! destination country code (1-3 digits in length) followed by the appropriate 
digils oftlu! destirw.tion numbering plan, totalling no more than 12 digits priar to 12131/96 
(TimeT) and 15 digits after 12131196. 

CC + National Number 
44 + 22730 5887 

For calfs originming maside WZI and terminaling within WZI (inJernarional inbound), the 
numher is tlu! WZI country code "1" plus the approprillle 1 0--digiu of the NANP, totalling 
11-digits. 

CC + NXX - NXX XXXX 
1 + 201 . 740 4596 

6.1.2 Dialling 

Dialing is tlu! use of specific digiu and/or 5JU!Cial characters eilher as a prefix/appendix to a 
number or dialed alone. Unlike numbers, dialing digits cannot be trll1lmlitted across 



national numbering pfun bollllliari£s. Basically, any digits or chllracws diQled thai are other 
than the number, a.r defined above, ore dialing. Some examples of dialing ore: 

0 

I+ number 

0 +number 

IOXXXI9 +number 

•xx 
NJJ20 

6. 1.3 Addressing 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
= 

"0" i.ndicores operaJOr assistance required 

"1" i'nliit:aJeS 10-digirsfollow:r 

0" indicores operawr assistance required 
or credit ctJTd coil 

lOXXX indicates carrier seleaWn 

*XX ac:cessing a venical servke 

indicates a servke code, e.g., 911 emergency 

Addressing is the total string of digitslcharacrers dialed l:ry the calling parry and required by 
the public switched network to translote, transpon, termirwte, arui bill the call. As such, 
addressing includes both numbering and dialing. A hypothetical example of an addressing 
string of digits is: 

10XXX+l+201·7404596 + # + 2345 + # 
CIC preju: number indicator sub-address EOD 

6.2 Uniformity of dialing 

The dialing plan througlwut WZJ is lWt Ulli/orm. The primary area.r of diversity ore in the 
application of the Prefu: "I" and the implementation of 7-digit versus 10-digit dialing 
pauerns. The reasons for the diversity are often due to local regukuory considerations. 
When discussing the potentia/for a unifonn WZJ dialing plan, numbering expens within 
the telecomnwnicarions sector ore supponive of uniformity as a goal, bw will readi/:y admit 
that it probab/:y is rwtfeasihle wilhln their network. 

The lack of uniformity causes inefficiencies in the operation and administration of the 
network and confusion on the part of the user public. The NANPA proposes that the 
telecommunications sector study the feasibility of implementing a uniform 
WZl dUJling plan l:ry invesn"gan"ng the advantages and deterrents to Wll]orm dialing and 
determining whether the tkterrents are lnsurrnoW!Ulble in comparison to the advantages. 
This study relates to the proposal /or a WZl user survey contained in paragraph 3 3 2. 

19 This CAC!CfC[onnat willlu t:.qJ(lnlkd 10 10/XXXX in. tM 114m' [wuu. 

2D TM imi=ry Ms historicau, /tad difficulty chanu:tffl:ing tM Nil to<k$,.. alhu ~or diolli<g. 
TM NANP A tkr:ided on diolin8 "-' a progmolic atuldqWtionoJ r~solruion. TM t/4/xm: Mil. undowbttdly 
c(lllli~. 



6.3 Perspective on 7-dlglt national numbars. 

DDD established the role of 10-digit NANP numbers and included an option for 7-digit 
abbreviations. Thus a 7 -digit number implied a corresponding 1 0-digit number. The rule is -
simple and well known. If calling and called party stations are both in the same (home) 
NPA, that home NPA value need not be dialed. This view remains viable unless "10-digit 
only" dialing is adopted in a particnlar NPA. No loss of numbering capacity is attributable 
to this usage. 

Before equal access was introduced in the US, a fonn of "unequal" access made an 
impromptu appearance. An arrangement later known as Feature Group B (FGB) was 
linked to the dialable format 950-WXXX, where W=(J or 1, in combination with 1,000 
non-conflicting assignments carried as XXX. For the first time a national application of7-
digit dialing was made available, but not initially as a means to reach destination numbers 
without supplementary dialing. Many considered the use interim. It was not readily 
growable. 

With nearly 120 geographic area codes active in the U.S., this use of "950" diverted a code 
othmvise eligible to identify nearly 1.2 million subscribers to a function serving up to only 
10,000. With the additiona1640 interchangeable NPA codes, a total of approximately 7 
million subscribers could be identified by this diverted code. 

Shon (7-digit) numbers have long been considered attractive for purposes not heretofore 
consistent with DDD planning. One 7-digit number to serve throughout the United States 
(or WZl) would have clear commercial advantages. However,justification and means for 
providing such numbers in an even-handed manner to all applicants, particularly given the 
limitation of only 10,000 possible subscribers nationwide, have yet to be found. 
Mditionally, touchtone, repeating dialers, speed dialing, and potential funm: t<!ehnologies 
make 10-digit dialing decreasingly onerous. There must be compelling reasons to assign a 
7-digit number to serve one nationally oriented subscriber when the same resource could 
labell20 typical subscribers. As custodians of a shared resource, the NANPA must not 
confer advantages on a few while burdening the many. Thus 7-digit national or WZl 
numbers are not endorsed by NANPA. This view is to a large e.-.:tent self-enforcing 
since codes to support "national" 7-digit numbers are not easily available. The "950" FGB 
usage cited remains an exception and pre-dates the current administrator. It is not viewed as 
a WZl precedentfore:rpanding the inve1110ry afHnLJtionLJr 7-digit numbers. 

There is, Jwwever, significant interest within the tefecommunicatioi1S sector to pursue,far 
commercial reasaTJS, the feasibility of expanding, beyond the current "950" capacity, 
service prUI'iders' access ta additional "nationLJ!'" 7-digit nmnbers. In light of this I merest, 
the NANPA proposes that the WZI industry undertake a study to understand 
and quantify the advantages of"nalionnl" 7-digir 11lU11bers to the telecornmunicalions sector 
including the w;ers and service providers, weigh tJwse advantages against the apparent 
inefficiency of using NANP resources in this manner, identify any additional codes that 
would be available to e:rpand the inventory af«Mtiona/" 7-digit numbersll, and ultimately, 
if this process results in consensll.'i within the teleco11ll1WIIkatians sector thar "natiolUl!" 7-

21 /CCF 1u>.. ~$1ablished " uw worbhap, bas.d <Jn " NANPA SJMn.<or.d Issue (11254). 10 
ln•.sliga/e the Jeo.sibiliry <~lld desir<Jbi/iry of assigning 555-XXXX /i111: numbers "-' " ,..,., 
7·digit flljmbulng rerourcet for Ute by lhl emire telecoii'UftunicatitiiiJ indwlry. 
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digit number uppliccuions slwuld be encouraged and expanded, develop guideline.~ for their 
equitable and efficient use and msignment. 

6.4 Abbreviated dialling 

The topic of abbreYiated dialing has been discussed in various fora for the last Sf!Vtral 
years. Based on this discussWn, the NANPA's perception of what is meant by abbreviated 
dialing is: the ability of a user to reach a specific service/service provider by dUlling less 
than 7 digits. 

One particular issue has rocketed this topic to the top ufthe list of numbering issues: the 
appropriate local and WZJ-wide assignment and use of Nll codes. This !ipecific topic is 
currently before at least two regulatory agencies; to which interested entiries, Including the 
NANPA, have publicly commented. Consequently, this specific abbreviated dialing issue 
willrwt be discussed In this docunumt. 

The NANPA perspective on the general topic of abbreviated dialing re/mes to the proposal 
in paragraph 33.2 thai a user s;urvey should be conducted to detennine the user interest in 
such capabilities as abbreviated dialing. The NANPA has seen no data to subsramiate the 
claims of user interest in abbreviated dialing particularly in contrast to orher potential 
industry goals that may beforeclxed by abbreviated dialing, e.g,fair and equitable access 
to very limited resources, unifonn dialing./r is therefore the NANPA 's perspective, absent 
any comprehensive survey data, that the primary advantage of abbreviated dialing is the 
perceived rnarhr advanJage to service pr(1)1iders. The NANPA is not oppt:Jsed to such a use 
of numbers, even for the sole purpose of market advantage, as long as the 
telecotn111Wiicalions sector can substantiate th£ public interesT, achieve consensus within the 
WZI telecommunicaiions sector, and is willing to investigate and accept any potential 
detriments inhererll in local and/or WZI-wide abbreviated dialing. 

The NANPA is a participant in the task groups under the Information Industry Liaison 
Committee (1/LC) on abbreviaud dialing and supports this forums primary interest in the 
topic. The NANPA proposes an active cross-sector participation in these task groups to 
ensure that Wir conclusion will represem the entire te/ecommunicaiions sector. 



7. Long-term Goals, Trends and Predictions for the 
Telecommunications Industry and the NANP 

--· 
The beginning of the process that resulted in the above proposed method for the allocation 
of interchangeable NPA codes (Section 4) and the following long-term goals and 
predictions for the telecommunications sector was a comprehensive NANPA study to 
assemble and assess the collective opinion of the telecommunications industry on its long
term dim:tion. The initial conclusions and recommendations of the NANP A stemmed from 
numerous interviews with telecommunications experts and futurists. The input obtained 
from these interviews was compiled and analyzed The result of the analysis, along with 
the CJ\pertise resident in the NANP A organization, was the first NANP A proposal for the 
future of numbering in WZl and its numerous recolllillendations and predictions. A 
description of the interview process, a list of interview participants and their organizations, 
and a brief list of select general conclusions were included in the first edition of this 
Proposal- Be/lcore IL-92101-013, January 6,1992- which is available to those not already 
in receipt of a copy by calling Jean Mobley on 201-740-4661. 

Following are the most peninent and salient long-term goals, predictions, and 
w;:onnnendations as developed by NANPA from this interview and analysis process. 

7.1 The PSTN of the future wlll be a "virtual seamless network." 

Today's WZl network is comprised of the separate networks of multiple network 
providm, each having a defined and limited function, e.g., intra-LATA (Local Access and 
Transpon Area) network, inter-LATA network, cellular network, pager network, satellite 
network, and niche networks providing unique services. In addition, there are a multitude 
of "private" networks22 providing serv:ice(s) to closed sets of users, e.g., data networks, 
packet networks, private vnice networks. The inefficiency of the inherent redundancy of 
network components for such an architecture as well as the inconvenience to the user public 
in having to select, sometimes on a call-by-call, service-by-service, or time-of-day basis, 
the network of choice, will only be fwther complicated by the potential for future services 
"requiring" more separate networks. 

Data, packet, and private networks not having PSTN/ISDN functionality or connectivity 
are not assigned NANP numbering resources. This policy is in conformance with CCITT 
Recommendation E.164. Public data/packet networks utilize X.l21 numbering and Data 
Network Identification Codes (DNICs). CCITT Recommendation X.l22 specifies the 
interworklng methodology between public data/packet networks and the PSTN/ISDN. 
Consequently numbering for these, and any non-PSTNJISDN applications, are not 
addressed in this document. 

The "intelligent" North American network of the future will continue to have multiple 
network providers. However, the future user will have the ability merely to place a demand 
on the North American network and have it select the appropriate separate network(s) 
necessary to successfully complete the desired communication, with the assistance of 

22 Throughout this l'q)Otl the tetms "privale networl<" and "public network" are used. The 
telecommW>ications industry has found it ditrx:ult 10 define the& two tetms as well as !heir atlr:ibuleS. 
sepame functions and potenlial intefw!rling (see pal"agrap/133.6). This paper anempts 10 circumvent this 
issue by reliance on the context within which !he tenns are used. 



capabilities such as "sman" user interfaces, sophisticated signaling protocols, and tenninal 
protocol conversion capabilities. The North American netwOrk will thereby be seamless in 
that the user will be unaware of the network(s) used to handle a particular commwrication, 
but will be seamless only in a qualified (or nvirtual") sense since the user will be aware of 
the existence of such networks and will require advance arrangements with the multiple 
providers of choice to handle complex commwrications needs in an integrated manner. 
There are :related goals or predictions necessary to enable a "virtual seamless network": 

I. Public networks will interconnect, There are many public networks in North 
America that do not now directly inten:onnect (i.e., users directly served by network A 
do not communicate with users directly served by network B via a direct connection 
between networks A and B) but rather interwork (i.e., users directly served by 
network A communicate, knowingly or unknowingly, with users directly Slm'ed by 
network B via an interworlcing or transit anangement with a third party, e.g., network 
C). 

2. Private networks may interwork with public networks. The industry is 
already moving towards the philosophy that "no network is an island." Those users 
with a need to communicate only with each other, in whatever medium(ia), may still 
participate in a private network. However, in many instances the need for such a user 
10 go off-net to access the public network is often inconvenient, e.g., to add-on an off
net public netwOrk subscriber to an existing on-net private network call. Customer 
needs and convenience will drive the development of voluntary standards for private
public network interwork:ing. 

3. Private networks may exist primarily to provide only higb technology
based services beyond the capability of some public network. This goal 
implies several changes in the telecommunications industry: 1. network architecture 
(e.g., Virtual Private Network [VPN]) and services (e.g., Switched Multi-megabit 
Data Service [SMDS]) developments seem 10 predict the dissolution of the absolute 
separation of private and public networks; 2. the economic advantages of private 
networks for specific applications will diminish; 3. there will be more willingness by 
industry lo set standards for private networks (voluntary, but essential for 
compatibility) and their interworking with public networks. Such efforts are already 
underway in tM American National Standards Institute-accredited Committee Tl · 
Telecommunications. 

It is the expressed perception of some within the telecommunications seclOr that a seamless 
network, apparently even when modified as a "virtuar seamless network, and the concept 
of network imerconnection are beth "anti-competitive". The NANPA perception is that the 
market place, the advent of new technologies, the evolution of competition (such as the 
acquisitionfmerger!affiliation rl[ diverse service providers within the telecommunications 
sector, e.g., between an interexchange carrier and a cel/uku carrier), and the demands of 
the userslregulawrs will result in a natural eYOlution toward a virrual seamless network as 
well as network intuconnection.lt is not the NANPAperception that either a seamless or 
imerconnecting network will appear overnight, but will occur as the result of the sector's 
eYolution in1o the future. The NANPAfeels that the telecommunications sector slwuJd be 
aware of such evolutions, monitor their progress, and ensure that the developing 
numbering p/(l!l does net inhibit such trends, if indeed they are occurring. 



7. 2 The "dialing" process by which an end user accesses the 
telecommunications network will commonly be performed by a 
"smart" user.network Interface. 

At some time within the 2025 range of this proposal, user-to-network interfaces- either 
tenninal-based or network-based- will be commonly deployed with the capability of 
performing the "dialingH function for the originating user. The user will provide the identity 
of the called party (either by voice, touch,or keyboord) to a directory function within the 
user interface. The user interlace will match the called party's identity to a network 
destination address and perform the dialing function and service attribute negotiation for the 
user. The numbering implication is that once this capability evolves &om "common" to 
"ubiquitous", the number or pattern of digits used as a destination address are a diminished 
human factors issue since the rtdialing" of them will be performed by signalling protocols 
within the user interface. 

7.3 Eventual exhaust of the 640 Interchangeable NPA codes. 

Section 4 of this proposal recommends that320 of the 640 interchangeable NPA codes be 
:reserved for the specific applications/purposes detailed. It further states that the remaining 
320 codes be reserved for unidentified future apPlications, fOrmat expansion, and growth. 
At some time, the fmite inventory of 640 new NPA codes will exhaust. Although the time 
can not be accwatelypredicted, it is e;.;.pected that this exhaust will not occur until well into 
the middle of the 21st century. This prediction presumes that there will be no new services 
or applications for which additional large quantities of numbers will need to be allocated, a 
tenuous presumption based on recent history. This proposal would therefore be incomplete 
if it did not at least propose. for consideration, the next changes to be taken in response to 
the exhaust of NPA codes. 

The fJJSt step recommended is to unblock the D digit- the first digit of the office code
from its current restriction to the digits 2-9 to include all digits 0-9. Thereafter, the 10-digit 
format of the NANP would be NXX-XXX-XXXX. This change will add 200 office codes 
for assignment in every NPA in the NANP, thereby forestalling the e;.;.haust of those NPA 
codes approaching exhausL The amount of time gained by this step until the 1Q..digit format 
is exhausted is dependent on the number of office codes required within each of the codes 
predicted for imminent exhaust. All the ramifications of such a proposal have not yet been 
investigated fully and at least one regulatory agenCJ opitus that the unblocking 
of the D digit should be implemented by the telecommunications sector 
now, not when the exhaust of the 640 JNPAs is imminent. The 
telecommunlcations industry should stan discussion on this recommendation and on any 
other proposed alternatives well in advance of the exhaust of the 640 interchangeable NPA 
codes. 

The second step, if not already implemented in response to other needs within tlu! 
telecommunications sector, will be to expand the length of the 10-digit format. The 
e;.;.panded length is undetermined and for further study. One format expansion method is 
detailed in Appendix J. This method would entail the allocation of 80 of the 640 
interchangeable NPA codes as stated in section 4.3. Whatever expanded number length is 
recommended, it must conform to CCITI Recommendation E.164 and Mt exceed 12 digits 
prior to December 31, 1996 and 15 digits thereafter, including the ltZI country code Nl". 



7.4 The expanded capabilities of CCITT Recommendation E.164. 

Rec. E.164 expands the capabilities of the numbering plan for !he ISDN era. CCITI 
Recommendation E.l65 establishes the time (rime 'T? after which these capabilities can be 
used, as December 31, 1996. The two significant expanded capabilities are: 

1. An expansion of the maximum length of an international number from 12 to 15 digits. 

2. An expansion of the maximum number of digits to be analyzed in switching an 
originating international call, to determine !he proper international routing and 
charging, from 4-S digits, depending on the length of the country code, to 6 digits for 
all country codes. 

There is no proposal for the use of the additional three digits allowable in the length of an 
international number within the NANP until, as mentioned above, the exhaust of the 10-
digit format of the NANP. It is reconunended that all public switches within WZl be 
prepared, by time "T", to register and process 15 digits on originating international calls in 
the eventuality that one or more non-WZI countries may elect to expand their national 
numbering plan beyond the current 12 digits. It is NANPA's undersumding thllt at lemt one 
country has already erpaNled its nwnhering format to /3 digits and that additional 
wunrries outside WZl will also be expanding their digit format to exceed the currently 
allowable /2 digits 23. 

It is also recommended that all WZI international and intere,;;change carriers be prepared, 
by time "T", to analyze up to 6 digits to determine lhe proper international routing of calls 
originating in WZL Local exchange carriers need not be concerned regarding this expanded 
digit analysis since it is cun:ently the responsibility of the intere,;;change and international 
carriers to perform the digit analysis required to determine the proper international routing 
of calls. 

The expanded digit analysis capability from 4-5 digits to 6 digits is of questionable value to 
WZ1 which has its 10-digit format segmented into groups of 3, 3, and 4 digits (i.e., NXX
NXX-XXX:X). The analysis of 6-digits on international calls inbound to WZI includes the 
country code ("r), the NPA code {NXX), and only two digits of the CO code (NX). An 
e,;;panded analysis to include the full three digits of the CO code could be of value to WZI. 
H so, there should be WZl discussion regarding the potential for a contribution to the 
CCTIT proposing to expand the analysis capability to 7 digits. The NANPA delegate to 
CCIIT QSIII is prepared to present such a contribution to CCIIT, if the collective WZJ 
telecommunkaJWns sector is in agreement. 

l.l At/east OM WZl Cl1Triu has apre-SMd tJ can"""' ugarding 1M need for switch tMdijktllioru <21 T~ T 
willww a commitment from Ol/ter co,;nlries outside WZl lhn.t thlre will be joTm(J/ e:1p(JnsioM a1 or Mar 
T~ T. The'"""' C<ll'riu's preliminary switch WJO.lysis indicates thai cwwll switch uduwlov can handle 
up 11> 14 digils and. tMrejore modificrllitm would only be necesmry if <IIIJ co,;ntry illulllb to upwtd !heir 
~ring formal to the fuJI 15-digil cllp<lhility. The NANPA ·, d&gau ro ccm Q5111 will pur:rw thl 
q~Ustil>n of ozllu COUIIJrie:l iNefllimrs ngarding digit upaliSion. The coUeclivt: WZl bul11.stry "'""' 
discuss llnd nsatve 11,. swild m1Hlijicatia11r lullt ll114 NANPA reco•mellllr that tluJI 
tffo~t shouUI staN lmmedilltely. 
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7.5 Numbering and dialing plan Integration. 

-..... 
The worldwide numbering scheme is composed of multiple numbering plans for separate 
telecommunications services. architectures or media (e.g. E.164- the numbering plan for 
!he ISDN era, X.121 -the numbering plan for public data networlcs). Additionally, within 
WZI there is a widely varying dialing plan. The uistence of multiple worldwide 
numbering plans and a varying WZI dialing plan containing numerous prefixes and code 
sets adds to !he complexity of the networlc and the confusion of the user public. A great 
deal of experts' time has been spent over the last several years integrating 
Recommendations E.l66 and X.l22, Numbering Plan Interwork::ing. The WZl dialing 
variations make it difficult for users to access the network in a consistent manner. 

In this context, it is recommended that the telecommunicatioos industcy study the feasibility 
of integrating the multiple numbering plans in existence today into one worldwide 
numbering plan (e.g., E.l64) and the dialing plan ofWZl, with its prefixes and code sets, 
into the 10-digit or expanded fonnatofthe NANP. This is a goal that may not be feasible, 
in its eJJJirety or evenpaniaJly, until well beyood 2025. The degree ofintegratioo attaioable 
depends 011 the willirlgness of the organizatioo oonaulling the plans 10 integrate, as well as 
the technical ability 10 integrate. It is a goal that must be studied one plan or prefix at a time 
and is oot intended to imply that universal integratioo of all numbering and dialing plans is 
feasible, but merely that they be studied individually, e.g., the feasibility of an alternati...,e 
method of operator assistance access than "0". 

7.6 The use of overlay NPA codes 

Until recently, in an area where an NPA code has exhausted irs supply of CO codes and 
interchangeable CO codes have already been implemented as a relief measure, two 
a/ternati...,es for code relief have traditionally been considered: an NPA boundary 
realignment, or an NPA split. The NANPA is recommending that a third alrer!Ulti...,e, NPA 
overlay, be considered as the preje"ed response to an exhausting NPA code in t~future, 
especially in densely populated areas. 

7.6. 7 NPA boundary realfgnmsnt 

In an NPA boiUidary realignment, the NPA requiring relief is adjacent to an NPA,within 
the same Stote or Province, which has extra CO code capacity. A boundary shift occurs so 
that excess codes in the adjacent NPA can be used in a portion of the NPA requiring relief 
In essence, the geographic area of the exhausting NPA shrinks, and the geographic area of 
the NPA with excess capacity expands. Only the customus In the geographic area between 
the old and new boundary are directly affected by this change. 

7.6.2 NPA split 

The liWfe traditionally chosen solution to CO code exhaust in a geographic NPA has been 
to implement an NPA split. Essentially, the exhausting geographic NPA is split in two, 
lea...,ing the existing NPA code to serve the are11 with the highe£t density of business 
customers (in order to minimize number changes) and assigning a new NPA code to the 
remaining area. This method works best in areas where natural or physical boundaries 
(coWilies, boroughs, cities) between the old arut new NP& can be identif~ed arut easily 
recognized by the public. E1Wugh NPA splits have occurred that Implementation 
procedures are well-esrablis~d, most technical concerns are addressed, and historic 
precedent as well as public familiarity fad/irate the Wsk of public ed=ation and accept=ce. 



7.6.3 NPA overlay 
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An NPA overlay occurs when two or more geographic NPA codes serve the same 
geographic area. In an NPA overlay, code relief is provided by opening up a new NPA 
code within the same geographic area as the NPA requiring relief. Numbers from this new 
NPA are assigned to new growth. Existing customer nwnber changes are minimized or, 
ideally, elimmated. 

Four potential implementation strategies have been identified for an NPA overlay: 
dinributed overlay. concentrated growth. boundary extension, and multiple overlay. 

The first potential implementation strategy is a distributed overlay. This strategy Is most 
appropriate when growth in teleplwne nwnbers is expected to be more or less evenly 
distributed throughout the existing NPA requiring relief. The new NPA is added to the 
NPA requiring relief and shares the exact same geographic boundaries. When new plwne 
numbers are required, they are assigned from the new NPA. 

A second potendal implementation strateffY Is a concentrated growth overlay. This could 
occur In an NPA where the majority of the new demand for telephone numbers is 
concentrated in one section of the existing NPA. For example, a fast gruwing metropolitan 
area and a sparsely populated rural area could exist within the same NPA. The (}jlerlay 
NPA would be assigned initially tv the section oftheNPA experiencing the fastest growth, 
and new phone nwnbers in that sectian would be assigned from the new NPA. As more 
relief Is required the section served by two NPAs would expand. This implementation 
could ~ntually become a distributed overlay as demand requires. 

A third potential implementation strategy Is a boundary extension overlay. In this 
implementation, the NPA requiring relief is adjacent to an NPA with spare capacity. The 
bowuimy between these twoNPAs is essentially elimin.Lited, and spare CO codes from the 
adjacent NPA are assigned within the origiMI NPA bowulmy where relief was required. 
An approprUJte use of boundary extension might be in a state or province consisting of two 
NPAs, where one NPA has excess capacity. This solution has the cuh>antage of not 
requiring a new NPA code, but it also slwres some of the limitations of boundary 
realignment, in thai it provides less long term relief 

The fourth potential implementation strategy is a multiple overlay. This strategy Is most 
applicable in a metropolitan area wirh two or more NPAs. The new NPA would be 
assigned to overlay the multiple existing NPAs serving the entire metropolitan area. 
Another usage could be/or a state or province with two NPAs. The third NPA would be 
assigned tv new growth within the entire state or province. 

The NANPA has identified several advantages to anNPA overlay: 

• Existing customer number changes are minimized or, ideally, eliminated. 

• If the NPA overlay does not require a change in dialing requirements, customer 
programmed phone numbers in awomatic diakrs, security systems, screening lists, 
speed calling lists, etc. could be left alone, eliminating the potential for service 
disruptions caused by customer inaction and their potentially serious consequences. 
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• Paging and cellular customers would rwt have to rerum their units to a ser~~ice point 

for chip changes or reprogramming. 

• Assuming no r:lumges in diuling requirements, permissive dialing periods could be 
elimi11a1ed. 

• The costs of updating operations support system:r each time an NPA split occurs to 
reflect the change in NP A for aisting customer numbers would be eliminated. 

• If planned well enough in advance, sOTM.jlexibility could be achieved in assigning 
numbers. 

• Boundary decisions become simpler. 

The NANPA has also identified four mo.jor is.rues and concerns wich an NPA overlay: 

• The impacts on the numerous switching, operations, maintenance, and billing 
support systems haYe not been identified. 

• Ten-digit dialing is necessary, eithu in both the cwerlay and overlayedNPAs, or 
at least for calls to the cwtomer'sforeign NPA (FNPA). 

• OJ!erlay NPAs are still new and untrieiJ24. 

• Longer planning periods may be required to implemenJ an overlay NPA effectively. 

Code relief planning is a local process, coordif!llted by the predominant Weal exchange 
carrier with the panicipation of appropriate regulatory authorities and all local 
te/ecomnumicarions providers serving the affected area. NANPA's role is ta act as a 
consultant in code relief planning efforts and to help ensure that guitkfines for code relief 
meet the swndard.I for efficient and effective use of NPA numbering resources. It is 
NANPA 's recommendation that NPA overlay be explicitly considered as a viable code 
relief pltmning alternative in all situations in World Zone 1. The advantages and 
disadvantages of NPA overlay versus NPA splits should be detennined locally and 
ourlined, in consultation with other teleco111!71.U/1ications entities doing business in the area, 
prior to making a final recommendation of the best approach for the focal area. NANPA 
believes that while there may be some areas for which anNPA split could still be the best 
approach, NPA overlay has the potential as a preferred solution for much more graceful 
number relief than tm NPA split, not only in metropolitan areas, but also in any localities 
where well-defined boundaries can not be detennined and/or the desire ro avoid changing 
phone numbers outweighs the requirement for ten digit dialing. 

In order to facilitate these code relief planning processes, NANPA proposes that an 
in-depth study of NPA operla;y be conducted. The purpose of this study would be 
to identify technical issues relative to the implementation IJ/ NPA overlay which require 

24 Frorn a tecluzical poinl ofvi..w, II"' first opplicatio!l of an NPA """rlay -the 917 NPA codt ln. N..w 
York City - occurred;,. 1992. It Mould be MUd tlwl while the 917 NPA ovulay imple~Mnuuioll nwnbles 
the mWiip/e ow:rlay sceiSOTio discussed eulier, tkre wen so""' imp/e~MIIIatio" opprotu:hes uniq~ 10 tlu! 
p<Uiicular code relief :i./ilalioll ln. New Yor! Ciry a/the lime. iiiC/udillg a bowufary re<iligNn<lll, whi&h 
cornplicaud the ovu/ay. H~r. the results of the 917 NP A over/lly, especially the teclvtical i.ssuu 
foW!d. can be obs.!rved and wzderswodfor what may be opp/U:abte to ()1./oer are<~.< illlhe.{ulure. 
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resolution, to understand the impact of NPA overlay on each industry sector, and to 
peiform a comparison ofNPA splits OJU1 NPA overlay code relief alternatives. 

7.7 Universal 10-digit dialing within the NANP 

It is recommended that the North American telecommunications .rector resolve to evolve to 
10-diglt dialing for station-to-station (network based) calls, including local. The evolution 
will start with those areas implementing overlay NPA codes. The long-term goal, however, 
should be universallO-digit dialing within the NANP. It has long been recognized that the 
user public and the telecommunications network would benefit from a uniform dialing plan 
for all calls. A fulllO-digit dialing plan wouldeliminak: the network's analysis of the initial 
digits to determine the length of the digit stream. The user confusion inherent in any non
standard plan will be eliminated and many failed calls due to misdialing will also be 
eliminated. The traveling public is particularly subject to confusion by the differing dialing 
plans used throughout North America. 

Services such as touchtone, r~p~ating dial~rs. speed dialing, and pot~ntial futur~ 
technologies make 10-digit dialing decreasingly onerous. 

A universallO-digit dialing plan would also eliminate the need for the "1" prefix as a tO
digit call indicator to the network. The use of the "1" prefix as a toll indicator is another 
issue. When used as a toll indicator, the prefu requires a user to know in advance that a 
particular destination code requires the "1" prefix. The "1" as a toll indicator is at best a 
concession to a concern bener met by the advance knowledge of the approximate cost per 
minute of a call. It is recommended that the indus!Jy study alternatives for providing call 
charge information outside the dialing and numbering plans. Conceri'IS regarding local 
regulatory requirements that the prefix "1" be retai11ed as a toll indicator, although valid, 
slwuld not deter the telecommunications :;ector from studying the potelllial for both a better 
toll indicator method and, concurrently, the eliminaJi011 o[the prefix T'. Until such a study 
is commcted and the aggregate WZI telecomnUJ.nicati.oliJ sector reaches agreement on this 
issue, the use or discontinuance of the prefix "1" musr colllilllU! to be a local decision. 

It is also recommended that format-based call rejection associated with toll alerting be 
limited to 7-d:igit toll calls. Other implementations of toll alerting, e.g., tone warning, need 
not involve call rejection, thereby leaving the decision to the caller. In other jurisdictions, 
the concept of toll alerting may be inconsistent with local experience and consequently of 
no interest. 



a. The Evolution of Numbering in WZ1 

Section 4 contains the recommended method of allocating the 640 interchangeable NPA
codes and is viewed as the short-tenn proposal for the NANP. Section 5 contains goals and 
predictions for the future (-2025) of the telecommunications industry and is viewed as the 
long-term proposal for the NANP. Along this time scale, extending from 1995 to 2025 and 
beyond, is the period of evolution and transition- the period where the NANP resources 
and design of 1995 grndually, and in a controlled and planned manner, develop into the 
resources and design of the future. There is no recoJlltnended time by which each of the 
long-term goo.ls will, or should, be implemented. It is recommended rather that there be an 
effort first to achieve industry and public consensus that these goals are indeed those 
which the industry will evolve to and then jointly develop the method by which this 
evolution will take place. Some specific examples of the evolution anticipated for the 
recommended goals and the method of study~: 

8.1 Universal 10-dlglt dialing 

The plan for evolving the current multiplicity of dialing schemes to full IQ-digit dialing 
would start with the implementation of overlay NPA codes in metropolitan areas. The 
evolution would continue through the willing panicipation of carriers and users within 
other NPAs, generally coincident with anotherdialingfnumbering change (e.g., NPA code 
exhaust) within the NPA, not as a unilateral action. The growth of non·geographic NPA 
codes will also stimulate the evolution toward 10-digit dialing. The NANPA would 
coordinate the evolution and provide the motivation by reinforcing the advantages of 10-
digit dialing. It is strongly recommended, as a short-term goal, that the dialing of ID-digits, 
when only 7..1figits are required, not result in a call failure. 

The implementation of a full JQ-digit dialing plan requires user awareness that a lD-digit 
number is always acceptable and does not necessarily connote a toll charge. 

8. 2 Numbering/dialing plan Integration 

Although a lofty and complex goo.l, its evolution should stan with industry concurrence that 
new numbering/dialing plans (including prefixes) will be implemented only when the needs 
of the industry and its users can not be met within the current plans and formats, not merely 
for convenience. Currem numbering/dialing plans will 0011tinue basically as they are for the 
near-term. Specific instances should be investigated as study warrants (e.g., elimination of 
the "1" prefix with full 10-digit dialing and the use of another method, e.g., tones or 
announcements or out-of-band signaling) to indicate a toll call and/or its approximate cost. 
Likewise, efforts should be maOe to bring into uniformity existing numbering/dialing 
plans, e.g., the current effort to use vertical services codes (*XX[X]) uniformly across 
wireline and wireless networks. The more expansive integration of numbering/dialing 
plans, panicularly within E.l64 and the NANP, can only occur concun'ently with the 
expansion of the plans. 



9. Formation of NANP Steering Committees 

Significant numbering issues (e.g., non-LEC ISDN numbering) have remained unresolved 
for 11 long period of time, take an ifWrdinate amount of time to resolve, or have been 
resolved through other than industry consensus even though the industry consensus 
process was used. To 11 substantial degree, the lack of resolution of such issues is due to 
the lack of a forum(s) responsible for, or willingness to discuss, all aspects of a numbering 
issue, i.e., technical, standards, regulatory, etc. Issues have been discussed with the FCC 
or the DOC, in Committee Tl, in the Industry Carrier Compatibility Forum (ICCF), in the 
Carrier Uaison Committee (CLC), and even in ad hoc comnrittees such as the ISDN 
Numbering Forum (INF) sponsored by the NANPA at the request of Commil!ee Tl. In 
each case, discussion of issues is rightfully limited to the scope of the organization's 
charter. In most cases, numbering issues cover the entire spectrum of telecommunications 
concerns and therefore can not be completely resolved in any one particular forum. 

The FCC has asserted jurisdictional purview over the administration of the NANP in the 
United States. The Ministry of Communications in Canada has a similar purview as do 
specific governmental agenci~s within the countries of the Caribbean. In all cas~s. it has 
been evident tha.t these regulatory agencies prefer to see issues of NANP administration and 
design resolved by the industry in a consensus process sponsored by, or with the 
participation of, the NANPA. 

The NANPA therefore proposes thefonnation of two steering committees to resolve such_ 
issues. The two proposed steering committees are the World Zone 1 Numbering Steering 
Committee (WNSC) and the United Stares Nwnbering Steering Committee (USNSC). 

9.1 World Zone 1 Numbering Steering Committee (WNSC) 

The proposed function of the WNSC would be to resolve numbering issues and c01iflicrs 
arising from the NANP's strucmre as an integrated numbering plan se,.,.ing the 18 Nonh 
American coUlltries ofWorlti Zone ].It would therefore resolve numbering issues/conflicts 
involving divergent/opposing needsfviews of the WZJ countries regarding the use, 
assignmenJ, and planning ofNANP resources.ltwould also coordinate the develt;pment of 
a WZJ position on imernationa/ numbering issues when appropriate, e.g., determine the 
need for a CCIIT contribution requesting 7-digir analysis on international calls.lt would 
!Wt discussfresolve the natiolllll numbering issues of WZJ countries. Issues would be 
broughJ to the attention of the WNSC by any imerested party within WZJ. Potentially, the 
WNSC could al.ro attempt to resolve issues/concerns regarding the functions and design of 
the NANP and it resources as presenJed by interested telecommunications representatives 
from outside WZl. 

Additionally, the WNSC should undertake the ongoing oversight of numbering issues 
requiring WZl-wide rOUJine manag~nt, e.g., the WZJ-wldefundin"g arrangement for the 
Nonh American Nwnbering Plan administrator's (NANPA) organizo.tion. 

The WNSC would resolve issues through a consensus process defined within its charter. 
The clumer will be developed and approved at the WNSC's first meeting. The NANPA 
would be directed by the consensus-approved documents developed by the WNSC. Absent 
consensus, the NANPA will continue to have the authority, under extenuating or urgent 
situatL:!ns, to make decisions regarding the use and administration ofNANP resources. The 
NANPA will function and se,.,.e as the staff organization and secretary for the WNSC. 



The WNSC should meet on an nas neededH basis, i.e., at the request of the chairperson or 
a predetf!mlined set of irs members. The considerations for calling a meeting would be the 
volume and urgency of issues offered for resolution. Additionally, the WNSC should hold 
a scheduled annual meeting to conduct the business of its WZJ-wide management 
function(s). 

The WNSC meetings would be open to all i11terested parties. However, WNSC 
membership would include represelllaiives of telecomnwnicatiOliS sector interest groups. It 
is proposed that the number of representatives be equal from Canada, the Caribbean, and 
the United States. The following list of proposed WNSC members is offered for review 
and discussion: 

CANADA 

CSCN chairperson or delegate 
Milli.stry of Communications (DOC and/or CRTC?) 
Representatives (1 each) of industry interest groups: e.g., IXCs, LECs, RCCs, ESPs, 
Vendors, Users 

CARTBBfAN 

Caribbean Association of National Telecommunications Organizations (CANTO)- an 
industry association- chairperson or delegate 
Caribbean Telecomnl!4nican"ons UnWn (CTU)- a regulatory association- chairperson or 

"'"""" Representatives (I each) of industry interest groups: (same as listed for Canada) 

UNITED STATES25 

USNSC chairperson or delegate 
Federal Comnwnications Commission 
National Associate of Regulatory Commissioners 
Representatives (I each) of industry interest groups: (same as listed for Canada) 

The NANPA would serve as, and perfonn the dulles of, WNSC secretary. Additionally the 
NANPA should function as a consultative organization to the WNSC. Appendit I contains 
a WNSC interworking chart showing the relationship between the WNSC and other 
orgCIJli.zation/bodiesfagenciesf/ora. 

9.2 United States Numbsrlng Steering Committee (USNSC) 

It is proposed that the USNSC fWiction as the lead US telecommunicatioi'IS sector 
forumfbody for the numbering discipline and would therefore perform the duties of 
numbering project management and issue/complaint resolution. As such, the USNSC 
would accept US numbering issues referred by interested parries, identify the components 
of the issues requiring study and resolution, liaise the component parts to the appropriate 
forumJagency!body!associationfor resolution, and coordinme the overall Issue resoluWm in 
order to meet the needs of the issue originator and the US telecommunications sector;,. a 
timely manner. It is not intended that the USNSC take on the numbering functions 
ongoing, intended, or currently within the purview of any other 

25 The pro~d US ~>~~:mbership =s. dlle 10 the US r~gulatory structure, rM US 10 haW! ou mere 
mmrber tlw.P. CJliiOda or the Caribbean, a mo.rw thai will hlrle 10 ~ r=>l>ed wht/1 this issue i:l disCUJSt.d. 
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forwnlagencyfbodyfassociation. If the whole issue or wry of its comporumJ pans do 1101 
conform to the charter of an existing forum/agencylbodytassociation, the USNSC will 
undertake to resolve the issue, through the co/1Se11SUS process as detcJiled in its chaner, 
which will be developed at its first meeting. Issues would be brought to the USNSC by 
a'!)' interested party within the US or from parries outside the US with a direct interest in 
US numbering dlscW>sionsldecisions. The NANPA, in the administration of US 
numbering resoUFces within the NANP, would be directed by the co/ISe/ISus-approved 
documents developed by the USNSC. Absent consensus, the NANPA will continue to 
halle the auJhority, under extenuating or urgent situotions, to make decisWIIS regarding the 
use and adminisrra!ion of NANP resources. The NANPA will function and serve as the 
secretary (if the USNSC is a new independent committee) and staff organization/or the 
USNSC. A similar relationship exists between the Canadian Steering Committee on 
Numbering (CSCN) and the designated CanndianNANPA- Stentor. 

The USNSC will be an open committee both in its membership and in the conduct of its 
meetings. It is, however, imperative that the meOIIS be found by which both the FCC and 
the NARUC will be active participants in the USNSC, 1101 passive observers.lt may even 
be appropriate that the FCC sanction the functions of the USNSC as the Ministry of 
CommW~ications sanctioned the functions of the Canadian Steering Committee on 
Numhen'ng (CSCN), a mode/for many aspects of the development of the USNSC. 

The USNSC, at the discretion of the US telecommunications sector, could be organized as 
a /leW and ln&pendent committee or it could be designated as a /leW .fimcrion of an exisring 
forwnfagencyfbodyfassociation.lt is understood that the USNSC does not super;ede the 
jurisdiction of the FCC In numbering matters. Appendix! contains a USNSC interworking 
chart showing the relationship between the USNSC and other 
organization!badieslagencieslfora. 

There were many diverse opinions regarding theformnrion of any, let alone two, new 
committees or councils on numbering. The opinions ranged from open disdain to ardent 
support arui, regarding the authority level of any such .fimction,from only advisory to 
directorial in nature. Consequemly, there are many unidentified and unresolved issues 
regarding the formation of both the WNSC and the USNSC. Tlu!.se issues should be 
identified and resolved by consensus within the WZI and US telecommunlcarions sector. 
The NANPA has only provided the fouruiarion of a organizatio11al structure intended to 
make tlu!. resolution ojWZI numbering issues a mere efficient and iffecrive process. 



10. Action Plan 

This second edition document, The NANPA's Proposal on tM Future of Numbering in 
WZI, is being widely distributed within the telecouununica.tions sector for review. The 
NANPA will sponsor the first meeting of the Future Of Numbering Forum (FNF) in tM 
Wwhington, DC area on March 16-18, 1993. The NANPA will use ANSI procedures, 
I.e., the contribution-driven consensus process, at this meeting and tMnifore solicits 
contributions on this propwnl.Aldwugh contributions can cover any topic relating to tM 
proposal, It Is req!U!sted t/ult contributions be specific in that they provide specific teXJ 
recommendations for changes, additions or dektions to the document. This does not 
preclude contributions relative to the overall future numbering plo.n process or project. 
Contributions will be sequenril11ly numbered. DocumenJ numbers can be obtained from the 
contact provided below. The consensus process is helped by participants having 
contributions in advance ofmeetingsfor review. The NANPA will forward a copy of each 
contribution received by March 8, 1993 to each registered meeting participant. 
Contributions will be accepted at any time through the closing of the first day of the 
meeting. Contributors will be expected to bring to the meeting a copy for each participant of 
any delayed contribution (those not forwarded to the NANPA by March 8). All advance 
contributions should be forwardal. to the following: 

Fred Gaechter 
NANP Administration 
Bellcore - Room 1 B225 
290 West Mt Pleasant Avenue 
Livingston, New Jersey 07039 
Tel.#: 201-740-4596 Fox#: 201-740-6860 

The first two nmnhered contributions to this forum will be: 1. this Proposal (FNF/91-001) 
and 2. the NANPA's proJWsed agenda for the firstforwn meeting (FNF/93-002), which 
will be distributed to the in®srry for advance commenJ during Jarwary 1993 along with 
meeting logistics details. It has been NANPA 's experience that contributions directed 
toward specific sections of the document and with specific tat recommendations are the 
most helpful to progressing work within aforwn. 

1t is NANPA's intention to divide the proposal illlo short-tenn and kmg-tenn issues and to 
establish work groups for those identified l.!sue!i that the telecommunications sector agrees 
require work. The short-tenn iss/U!s should have more immediate resolution dates, e.g., 
December 31, 1993, while the long-tenn issUl!s will have longer-tenn resolution dates and, 
in some cwes, may be categoriud as "ongoing" work. The NANPA will commit to 
sponsoring forum meetings, as long as the industry supports the forum work, up WJtilthe 
resolution dates set by rheforwn participallls. At the resolution dales, the NANPA will 
evaluate the potenril11 for resolution, if not already achiel'ed, and determine, on an issUl!-by
issUl! basis, whether the forwn should colllii'IU£ based on the potential for consensus. 
Those iss/U!s having consensus will be referred to rhe appropriate regulatory agencies and 
distributed to the telecommWJications sector, as iss!U!s resolved by consensus. Those 
issues where the discussion appears to be at an impasse, will be referred to the appropriate 
regulatory agencies with all related documentation and a NANPA recommendation. The 
regulatory agencies will receive aperiodic status repon on those issUl!s on which work is 
continulng.1f at wry poilll In this entire process It if determined that an /ssUl!(S) is within 
the charter of IUU)ther forwnlagencylbody, the NANPA will liaise thm lssUl!, on behalf of 
the FNF, in the appropriate manner to the specific forum. 



Appendix A 

NANP Format Chronology for ODD 

1947: NPA assignments (S6 codes) published in map fonn. 

1951: Start of DDD, in Englewood, N.J. 

Destination or Call 

Local Other Home NPA 

1951: 

cc NNX-XXXX NNX-XXXX 

1952-71: 

cc NNX-XXXX NNX-XXXX 

CQ'SXS NNX-XXXX l+NNX-XXXX 

1972-94: (#) 

No Toll Alert NXX-XXXX NXX-XXXX 

Toll Alert NXX-XXXX l+HNPA-NXX-XXXX 

199.5-: (*) 

No Toll Alert NXX-XXXX NXX-XXXX 

Toll Alert NXX-XXXX 1 +HNP A-NXX-)(](){)( 

# Interchangeable Office Codes Introduced 
• Interchangeable Area Codes Introduced 
CC = Common Control 
HNPA =Home Numbering Plan Area 
SXS=Step by Step 

Foreign NPA 

NO/IX-NNX-)(](){)( 

NO/lX-NNX-)(J(){)( 

l+NO/IX-NNX-:XXXX 

l+NO/lX-NXX-XXXX 

l+NO/IX-NXX-XXXX 

l+NXX-NXX-XXXX 

l+NXX-NXX-XXXX 



Appendix B 

Anguilla 

World Numbering Zone 1 Countries 
(From ccm Rae. E.164) 

Antigua and Barbuda 

Bahamas (Commonwealth of the) 

Barbados 

Bermuda 

British Virgin Islands 

Cayman Islands 

Canada 

Dominican Republic 

Grenada 

Jamaica 

Montserrat 

Saint Kitts and Nevis 

Saint Lucia 

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 

Turks and Caicos (Islands) 

Trinidad and Tobago 

United States of America, including Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Resources Currently Administered By The NANPA 

NPA codes (e.g., 908-NXX-XXXX) 

800 and 900 NXX codes (e.g., 800-379-:XXXX, 900-431-XXXX)* 

Carrier Identification Codes (e.g., 10345)* 

NOO (e.g., 500-NXX-:X:XXX) and nationwide Nil codes (e.g., 911) 

SS7 network codes (maintenance agent agreement with Committee 
Tl)* 

Vertical Services Codes (e.g., *73 for "Call Forwarding activation)* 

CO codes within the Caribbean 809 NPA code 

ANI II digits (in response to ICCF assignment agreements)* 

Industry guidelines are either approved or under development The NANP A utilizes 
these guidelines in the administration of these resources. 
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NANPA Consensus Process 

The preponderance of the resoun:es administered by the Nonh American Numbering Plan 
administrator (NANPA) are assigned in accordance with industry-approved assignment 
guidelines or procedures26. Revisions to these assignment guidelines are effected by the 
consensus processes of the industry forum having jurisdiction over the specific guidelilles 
to be revised, e.g .. , ICCF or Committee Tl. It is understood by the teleconnnunicarlons 
sector that resource applicants denied numbering resources under these assignment 
guidelines can appeal the denial to either or both the forum with jurisdiction over the 
specific guidelines or the appropriate regulatory agency. It is also understood that any 
applicants' sensitive/proprietary information that might be required by the NANPA to 
determine the legitiroacy of an application will be maintained as proprietary by the NANPA, 
i.e., not shared with other than NANP A personnel. 

When new assignment guidelines, numbering issue resolution, or design changes to the 
NANP are required, the need for same is referred, usually by NANPA and based on forum 
charters, to the appropriate regulatory agency or ANSI-accredited or other recogniud 
industry forum (e.g., Committee Tl, JCCF NOF, OBF, FCC, CSCN, DOC, Ill..C, 
NARUC, TR-45) for guidelines or design change development under their respective 
processes. 

Numbering issues not under the purview of a specific or single forum, or not resolved by 
the identified forum, are resolved by the NANPA by seeking subject-matter-expen initial 
input, publishing NANPA recommendations, seeking telecommunications sector written 
comments, striving for consensus through the sponsoring of an open industry forum, and 
publishing the ultimate decision. If this process fails to result in sector consensus, the issue 
will be referred to the appropriate regulatory body focresolution, usually with a NANPA 
position/recommendation and all appropriate documentation. 

If during this often lengthy process, the issue involves an "urgent need" for the assignment 
of numbering resoun:es to an applicant(s), the NANPA will make a determination on the 
basis of the information provided and infonn the appropriate regulatory body of that 
decision. 

These consensus processes are a mix of ANSI and other forum processes. NANPA 
believes that there IS no single consensus process that achieves success in all instances. For 
uample, the ANSI process was unable to achieve consensus on the ISDN numbering issue 
and other processes are often so lengthy as to deny industry entities the needed resources in 
a timely manner. Additionally, it is the NANPA position that in some instances the 
consensus proceas has been deliberately delayed, or even terminated, by parties whose 
interests where best served by non-consensus. Consensus processes require a full 
dedication to timely resolution and eventual acceptance by the minority position that the 
majority view must, at the appropriate time, be accepted and implemented if the 

26 UYTU!g gW.UiiMs inclwk; 8/)() Assig""'I!Jil GWtk/iN:s. 900 AuigTUM/Il GWtkliMs. CJC As>igTUM~t 
GuickliMs. CO Cock AsaigliiPI<nt Guicklinu (aurmtly under development by JCCF), SS7 NetworJ: Code 
AsaigTUMIIl Procetbues (Commilt4e Tl). INPA As>igTUMIIl GWihliMs (cwnlllly llllller developrMIIl by 
ICCF,lmmwliotwl Inbound JNPAAssigJ~~P~<IIl guicklinu (c=emly under development by JCCF). 



Appendix D, concluded 

telecommunications industry is to be soccessful in a rapidly changing induStry. In too many 
instances, within the competitive environment of North American, this process has failed. 

When the consensus process fails or is not effecting a timely response. the appropriate 
organization(s) must be empowered to make a responsible decision, at least in the interim 
while the consensus process continues. It is the current NANPA's position that the 
NANPA, wherever that function resides, must be so empowered, with the additional 
oversight, advice, and/or consent of the appropriate regulatory OOdy(ies). 



Appendix E 

Attributes of an Effective Numbering Plan 

A numbering plan bas both direct and supporting roles. The following tabulation of 
attributes, particularly the first two listed, summarize key characteristics of an effective 
numbering plan: 

l. Must provide adequate capacity to address the destination/entities (tenni=ls and 
persoM) within the area served by the numbering plan. 

2. Must provide a flexible means to expand the aforesaid capacity to satisfy growth 
requirements. 

3. Should be reasonably easy to understand and use, in comparison with feasible 
alternatives. 

4. Should be structured to facilitate digit analysis and distributed administration of 
individualmunber assignments. 

5. Should exhibit stability, allowing intervals of at least ten years between significant 
changes to a given locality, telecommunicatkms segment mull or service. 

6. Should be capable of linkage to supplemental associated dialing or other appropriate 
protoool to pennit roore comprehensive service requests. 

7. Should seek unifonuity of application. 

8. Should limit the number of digits required to as few as possible consistent with service 
needs. International agreements on limits should be honored. 

9. Should allow, in an increasingly comperirive environment, redefinition (expansion) of 
the destinations/entities being numbered, provided that the impact on capacity can be 
accommodated. 

10. Should be compatible with billing/charging philosophy. 

11. Should be compatible with routing philosophy. 

12. Should be compatible with inrernarional numbering recommendalions, e.g., £.164. 

13. Should consist of decimal digit patterns. 

14. Should reserve appropriate fonnat space to provide for prefix usage when service 
needs dictate. 
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Appendix F 

Functions of Numbers within the NANP 

Fundamentally there are two types of callers that generate traffic on the Nonh American 
PS1N (Public Swi!Ched Telephone NetWork) -public network users and official network 
operators. Official network operators, including mahitenanee personnel, have reserved 
code sets such as "INI" (e.g., 121 for inward opc:Illtm") and "lOX" (e.g., 101 for 
testboard access) not available to, or apptop.tlate foc, public network users. The: 10-digit 
numbers apPearing in the fonnat NO/IX-NXX-XXXX (and their 7-digit shon fonn) are 
available 10 both official and public users. 

The numbers referred to are typically destination indicators, given a flexible definition of 
"destination" to include the places where specified service variants are accessed. In some 
cases, the codes reserved for official usc govern routing constraints, e.g., no-test access 
for the purpose of verifying !be statul; of apparently busy lines. Operators must also dial 
other operators to meet special needs encountered with marine, conference, and mobile 
calling. 

Customer dialable numbers were initially defined to identify main telephone stations and 
equivalent main stations (e.g., direct inward dialing PBX extensions). Spc:cial cases arose 
to provide for long distance Direccory Assistance (555) and simple announcelllCilts (e.g., 
time, weather). Three-digit service codes have traditionally bc:c:n used for local Directory 
Assistance (411), repair service (611), and business office transactions (811). While the 
general pllq)O$C "0" for assistance remains, calls placed with !be emergency code "911" are 
commonly directed 10 public safety facilities. The: presubscribcd interc:xchangc carrier 
(IX C) opc:rucu- can be reached by dialing "00''. Announcement traffic more varied than time 
and weather may appear on designated lines, but is more typically aggregated under codes 
such as 976 and 900. It is of significance that some traffic items, e.g., variants of data 
calling such as facsimile connections between IDIChincs rather than persons, do not fully 
confonn to cngin=d service arrangelllCilts. For e;~~:ample, the dialing of a number for a 
facsimile tcnninal that resu1ts in intercept treatment may well leave the reason for the 
ineffective attempt unresolved. With ISDN, the number is supported by a bearer capability 
choice, offering a basis for more infcnncd responses to irregularities. 

Approximately seventy OXX codes are available 10 local exchange carriers for applications 
that resemble office code usage in the sense that an NPA code governs the usage, 
permitting the same OXX code to have a dcfurltive application in every NP A. Thus trunk 
access to operator services or test facilities at a given access tandem can be provided by 
giving the uondan its own OXX nodal identification within an NPA. 

The usc of OXX and lXX codes in local networks is limited to intcrswitch trunking 
applications since the initial digits "1- and "0" from originating lines are intup1etcd as 
pn:fix digits for public user dialing. Once the prefix function is accounted for, signaling on 
subsequent network links is free to redefine 0/lXX digit sequences to convey new ncrwmt 
oriented infonnation. With respect ro interfaces between local cxchan$e carriers and 
intercxchange carricn, agreements must exist on 0/l:XX code interprctatton. Codes 138 
and 158, for example, have standard applicat1ons to intentational outbound calls. 

' ' 

• 
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Appendix F, concluded 

Numbers tend to have wide-ranging functions. They m: a key clement in billing. They can 
relate to credit card usage. They appear in television presentations if the stoty line so 
dictates, ol'ten as 555-2368 to avoid nuisance calls to "reaa" numbers serving public users. 
The relatively new "800" toll free usage has spawned an extraordinary interest in spellable 
numbers, priinariiy to gain mnemonic marketing advantages. 

The called number, of course, is only one of two numbers in a typical call The calling 
number has funcdoos of its own. Nuisance calling has long been a problem largely 
unsolved unlil calling numbers could be canied along signaling paths. Now ~rvices 
influenced by both calling and called numbers are commonplace. Call forwarding, for 
example, can be made selective. the decision to forward depending on the calling party's 
number. The issue of privacy bas been prominent in debales on possible usc of the calling 
pany number. In some cases two calling numbers may apply to the same subscriber, one 
ror billing, the other for DDD call-back. A WATS line has no return-call number in lhc 
ordinary sense. 

Numbers applied to communications ncrworks have typically been key factors in rooting 
and charging. Both fixed and mobile stations are COIWDOilly served by numbers that 
participalc in these traditional roles. Penonal numbcrillg lJIP:I?atS likely to change the 
linkage, but routing and charging must still be accounted fer, indirectly if not directly. The 
advent of ISDN resolved a different aspect of the routing problem. Wilh ISDN connections 
involving a choice of transmission facility type. a statement of the caller's preference is 
needed. In genmll. a mandatory new input called lhc bearer capability meets this need 
without the usualreeoursc to numbers. A special button or the terminal itself could supply 
this input. An alternative with conventional dialing requires the three leading touch-tone 
Signals (156) foll?wcd by Nonh f"mcrican standard. ~ts to establish a n;qu~t fO£ 
56kbps Public SWiu:hcd Data SeMcc (PSDS); An applicaliOD of numbers to dialmg u also 
a basic pan of equal access. The fOIIllat lOXXX (to be expanded to 101XXXX) permits 
the selection of a particular intcrexchange carrier when the default choice is to be 
oveni.ddcn. 

It would be presumptuous to ay to assemble a complcle listing of nnmbcrs and !heir uses. 
What must be accommodated realisticall~ is a basic SCI of dialable input choices to cover 
services offered from fairly simple tcrmmals. As services grow in complexity, protocol 
structures will expand to allow feature requests by specialized keys. Discussions 
comparing stimulus and fuoctiooal signaling have ~y shaped part of the future in 
ISDN. What must command attention is not so much the varieties of service. but the risk of 
large, unexpected multipliers. The numbering plan can expand, if advance warning is 
sufficient, but change on a continental scale takes both time and careful planning. 

For new soviccs based on new protOCOls in which the destination number and suppcmi.ng 
infOlilllllion an: always sent en bloc, one traditional problem sbould disappear. The end of 
dialing will always. coincide wi~ receipt of the en bloc address. Operator dialin' off&ed 
KP and ST u multifrcqucncy control charactcn. DTMF has the 41, mandau:.y wtth k 
access cut·dlroogh based on lQXXXlt, but until the last rotarr. dial (DP) is retired, ·c 
services otherwise accessible from a dcvii:e.Wiih a rotary dial (DP) will rcmiild us tha ·the 
old yields to the new, but not easily nor quickly nor cornplctcly. - - ;~-

~ 

-~ 
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Appendix G 

An Alternative INPA Allocation Plan 

NANPA considered another INPA allocation plan with code sets based on common "C" 
digits, i.e., the third digit of the INPA. This plan allocates three "C" digits each to 
geographic and non-geographic applications, i.e., NNO-NN2 for geographic applications 
and NN7-NN9 for non-geographic applications. These code sets result in 192 codes for 
each application until the codes allocated for expansion are subtracted from the codes sets 
resulting in a net code allocation of 168 codes per application. 

As in the allocation plan preferred by the NANPA (Section 4) the middle code sets- NN3-
NN6- are allocated for growth. The geographic and non-geographic allocated code sets 
would expand into these middle code sets, one set at a time (64 codes), as needed 

Since the plan is based on common "C" digits, it is inappropriate to allocate a "B" digit of 
80 codes for format expansion. Consequently, 80 codes for expansion must be 
proportionately allocated from each of the other three code sets, i.e., geographic, non
geographic, and growth. At the bouom of the following chart, is a list of codes that would 
be allocated for format expansion, 220-229, ....... 990-999. Also provided is an example of 
the format of the expanded 4-digit NPA codes associated with this expansion proposal, 
i.e., 220X-229X, ..... 990X-999X. While these 80 expanded codes would be used for all 
new codes assignment during the "grace period", the remaining assigned/working NPA 
codes would continue to work as 3-digit NPA codes until gradually converted to the 4-digit 
format, e.g., 231X, 201X, when appropriate. 

Appljcatjon 

Geographic INPAs 

Growth INPAs 

Non-geographic INPAs 

Regryed for expansjon: 

From geograpbjc codes 

220-222 
330-332 
44(}442 
550-555 
661>662 
770-772 
880-882 
99<>992 

220X-229X 
330X-339X 
440X-449X 

Codes Number of codes allocated 

NNO-NN2 192 codes- 24 expansion codes= 168 codes 

NN3-NN6 256 codes- 32 expansion codes"' 224 codes 

NN7-NN9 192 codes - 24 expansion codes = 168 codes 

From Growth cqdes 

223-226 
333-336 
443-446 
553-556 
663-666 
773-776 
883-886 
993-996 

Expanded Cqdes 

SSOX-SS9X 
660X-669X 
770X-779X 

Frnm nqn-geqgrapbjc cqde.s 

227-229 
337-339 
447-449 
557-559 
667-669 
1n-119 
887-889 
997-999 

880X-889X 
990X-999X 
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Appendix H, continued 

Allocation of 640 New NPA Codes 
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Diagrams for Indirect Addressing 

• NANP·wide I nationwide database 

. _personal communication services (with NANP·wide I nationwide 
and service provider databases) 

201-1000 
ldanti!les ..-

,-.., 
"6. 234-201-1000 • 234-201-1000 

;!341riggars 

'""" 
f--:,,c,.cc,o,c,,=,=,-(•)-----------;1'\: 

d;Qhflse loollup P4 234-201-1000 
• 

· BOO database 
l::::::J 415.627-1278 

• NNX plan 

f=~ 800-234-1000 
ldenllllas John Doe 
at 415-6.27-127i 
and speclllas lha 

c:arrier 

415-6.27-127~ 

800 !riggers 
database lookup 

'" ldanti!\es 

''"'" 

415.627-1278 

• 
415.627·1279 

......-:---, carrier carrier 

:Li._ 234-201-1oo1 0 234-2o1-1oo1 0 41s.a27-12n (Vr----------A 
234-201-1001 41S.627-12n 

• 
415-627-1277 
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Proposed Plan For Eventual Digit Expansion 

It is anticipated that the availability of NNX codes will provide numbering capacity to meet 
service needs in the NANP well beyond the study period covered in this repon, that is 
1995-2025. Nevertheless, it is expected that eventual expansion of the basic 10-digit 
number length by one to fOUl' digits will be found necessary. It is, accon:lingly, incumbent 
on planners to provide capacity for a conversion pia.n, even though details may not be 
provided until a later date. Specifically, a means to effect a phased conversion is essential 

A general contingency plan must begin by retaining the then current plan (at the future time 
of need), while providing for the gradual introduction of an expanded plan. This does not 
preclude other possibilities, including, for example, a mixed !!-digit, 13-digit plan. Unless 
future address mput procedures leave no doubt as to when dialing of a number is complete, 
the early input digits nmst continue to provide a flag. Some new services may well contain 
protocol provisions defining number length without analysis of leading digits, but a 
mechanism for determination that dialing is complete, without recourse to timing, must be 
available until it is assured that no residual need remains. 

Two fonnat options suggest themselves. On the one hand, the D-digit of the current IQ
digit fonnat is not allowed to take on values 0 01' 1. Either or both of these digits could 
serve as the required indicator that l+NXX-NXX-XXXX was not intended whenever the 
valid alternative 1 +NXXO-NXX-XXXX had been chosen instead. On the other hand, 
today's area codes never admit anN digit as the middle digit. If one such N-value, say 6, 
were reserved (calling for eighty N6X codes to be set aside), then a 1-9608-758-XXXX 
dialing sequence could be set equal to 1+908-758-XXXX. 

The Iauer approach need not rely on a single N-digit value, but could distribute the same 
quantity of reserved codes (80) in eight groups of ten such as with: 220 to 229, 330 to 339, 
.... , 990 to 999. The correspondences would match 220 with 220X, 221 with 221X, and 
990 with 990X, etc., thereby establishing the increased digit length. Inspection of 220X 
could allow length variations by code. 

Whether a !-digit or a multi-digit expansion is justified probably Cllll not be determined at 
this time, and need not be. What is required is a reservation of code space. The first plan 
may appear more straightforward, but sacrifices office code space within the 10-digit 
fonnat, accessible perhaps by the year 2000, for areas using 10-digit-only SACs or densely 
populated metropolitan areas with 10-digit-only overla)'$. Selective application of "NXX
XXX-XXXX" format compliance could be introduced with modest development effort. 
The ABC digits would dictate which D-digit continuations were allowed ro have values 0 or 
I, as well n.s other decimal values. An immediate decision is not required; 
telecommunications sector analysis and study is required, but a reservation of 80 codes in 
blocks as illustrated is recommended. 
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tk><lll ,.,.,._ Numbomg Plan Admlnlolno!OI'o 
Proopooa& Oft ll>o Fu..,. of -boring In World Z...,.1 

Sources Of Comment On The First Iteration Of The "North 
American Numbering Plan Administrator's Proposal On The 

Future Of Numbering In World Zone 1" 

1. Ameritech Region Commissions 
2. Ameritech Services 
3. AMSC Subsidiary Corporation 
4. AMR Information Services 
5. AT&T 
6. Bell Atlantic 
7. Bell Canada 
8. Bellcore 
9. BellSoulh Telecommunications 
10. Braverman, Philip L. 
11. Canadian Steering Committee on Numbering 
12. Cantel 
13. Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association 
14. Cox Enterprises 
15. Digital Equipment Corporation 
16. Elkhart Telephone Company 
17. Felice, David D. 
18. GTE Mobile Communications 
19. GTE Telephone Operations 
20. Los Angeles County 
21. McCaw Cellular Communications 
22. MCI Telecommunications Corporation 
23. New York Department of Public Service 
24. Oakes, H. P. 
25. Pacific Bell 
26. Prodigy Services Company 
27. Siemens Stromberg-Carlson 
28. Southwestern Bell Corporation 
29. Telecommunications Services of Trinidad & Tobago Limited 
30. Teleglobe Canada 
31. Telesector Resources Group 
32. Telocator 
33. United States Telephone Association 
34. US Sprint Communications Company 
35. US WEST Communications 
36. Wbidbey Telephone Company 
37. Wiltel Advanced Teclmology Group 
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Appendix M 

Effectiveness of the Numbering Plan Proposal 

Section 2.3 of this document, "Attributes of an Effective Numbering Plan~, states that in 
order to detennine if a proposed numbering plan is effective, it should be compared with a 
predetermined set of attributes. That set of attributes is in Appendix C. A comparison of the 
anribmes and the plan follows, with related attributes compared in a single combined 
paragraph. The conclusion drawn from the comparison is that the proposed plan conforms 
to all the attributes of an effective numbering plan. 

1. Capacity 

The numbering plan must have the physical capacity to meet the needs of the 
telecommunlcations industry and its users for a reasonable period of time, usually defined 
as a minimum of lO years, before another change has to occur. The change that starts the 
clock in this instance is the 1995 implementation of interchangeable NPA codes. The 
prediction is that this plan will provide the capacity required by the industry well into the 
middle of the 21st cenrury, without the need for the industry and the ratepayel's to bear the 
cost of an expansion of the current 10-di.git format. 

Capacity is the dominant concern of numbering. A measure of capacity in tum calls for a 
definition of the entity being numbered. In North America, the "main stationH or equivalent 
is currently the controlling item. Codes for operators and test lines are also imponant, but 
they are not dominant. Other exceptions are 555, 976, and 950. The main station, 
however, is the portal to and from a customer. There is one directory number in the typical 
case despite the common use of extension telephones. Nomenclarure notwithstanding, a 
telephone number has nothing to do with a manufacturer's serial number on physical 
station equipment. lithe above traditional understanding is altered, the concept of capacity 
would require redefinition. Potential changes are considered in the following text. 

Estimates of "capacity used" and "capacity remaining" are critical to planning. In 1947, the 
issues were simpler. The key estimates could relate to population forecasts and market 
penetration. Since then the dominance of main station forecasting has been challenged. The 
advent of "800 Service" in 1967 is a case in point. In this case, an "area code", now called 
a Service Access Code or SAC, was allocated to mark a call as toll free to the caller. The 
ultimate destination was subordinate to the 800 labeL Double numbering was invoked. 
Capacity was expended for a reason unforeseen in 1947. Capacity expended under SAC 
900 was another departure from normal practice. Now two additional applications are 
bidding for capacity. One is the personal number, wherein the call destination relates to a 
person, rather than a fiXed station. If every person in North America has need of a personal 
number, major inroads on capacity are unavoidable. A second new form of number 
consumption is that of the horne appliance or other remotely controllable device. Any 
network application with the potential to multiply significantly the full range of working 
numbers is a cause for concern. Personal numbers are expected to have substantial impact, 
but provisions to acconunodate them are consistent with projections of available capacity as 
will as the principles of the NANP. Home appliances and similar remotely controllable 
devices,however, are candidates for ISDN sub-addressing. When applicable, the sub
address offers the enormous capacity of up to 40 decimal digits. The sub-address itself is a 
separate part of the signaling protocol and has both calling and called elements. Leading 
octets allow for sub-address classification, among which nuser-specific" assignments allow 
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flexibility for multiple secondary identities behind a known interlace. User-specific sub
addresses with personal numbers will need to be carefully controlled since rhe relationship 
to an interface may not be portable. Sub-addresses are not subject to analysis at network 
switching nodes. 

2. Flexibility for growth 

The numbering plan must include a method to expand its capacity to meet growth 
requirements while causing minimal inconvenience to rhe users. This plan flrst provides 
another step (expansion of the "D" digit to allow the use of digits 0-9 instead of the current 
2-9) for growth within the 10-digit format and then the means, through the reservation of 
80 NPA codes, for the ultimate expansion of the 10-d.igit format without unduly 
inconveniencing or confusing the users. This graceful expansion defers the cost to the 
industry inherent in a fonnat expansion (modifications required in every switch and many 
operations support systems in WZl) as well as the cost and inconvenience to the user 
public which would have to pay for and adjust to the changing of every telephone number 
in the NANP- a requirement in some of the plans offered as alternatives to interehangeable 
NPA codes. 

3. Ease of use 

The numbering plan must be easy to undeJStand. This continues the use of the same 
numbering format already familiar to the users. It recommends that furure expansive 
services be integrated into the NANP format and provides the NPA-level resources for just 
such an integration. The w;er will not therefore be required to be familiar with varying 
numbering/dialing plans for each unique service offered by the North American industry or 
to change dialing patterns with each new service or technology. The plan recommends 
further, that the dialing plan become uniform, i.e., 10-digits, and that the integration of the 
existing numbering and dialing plans be studied- all to make the services to be offered by 
the telecommunications industry easy to use. 

4. Digit analysis 

The numbering plan must enable progressive digit analysis for the functions of numbers 
within the NANP. The NANP is widely respected for the simplicity of its 3-3-4 
segmentation that allows staged digit analysis for routing, addressing and billing. This plan 
maintains that structure, with the same number of segments and digits within the segments, 
while allowing for the inevitability offulllO-digit database analysis for additional number 
functionality, e.g., database addressing, service provider identification, and mobile user 
location. 

5. least number of digits 

One of the tenets of worldwide numbering standards has always been to use as few digits 
as possible consistent with capacity needs. Fewer digits result in greater efficiency, i.e., 
switch and network efficiency due to decreased handling and processing time and user 
efficiency based on fewer digits to dial and remember. Proposals offering prefix plans and 
expanded digit formats are contrary to this basic philosophy and must, therefore, be in 
response to a compelling need. 
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6. Adaptability to new services 

This numbering plan proposal redefines and expands the destinations and entities to which 
numbering resoun:es should be assigned in order to meet the growing needs of the industry 
and its users. Specifically it encourages the assignment of codes to database applications 
and seNice providers, in specific circumstances. Additionally, in that it has not reserved all 
the 640 interchangeable NPA codes, it has, therefore. left resources for applications 
currently unanticipated. The development of assignment guidelines, through an industry 
consensus process, enables the industry to provide direct input to the criteria 10 be used in 
the allocation of its numbering resources. 

7. Compatibility 

The numbering plan must be compatible with current international and national standards 
and agreements as well as the performance of functions peripheral to the addressing 
function, i.e., routing and billing/charging. The short-term plan conforms to existing 
standards, agreements and requirements. Many of the goals of the long-tenn plan will 
require study and, potentially, modifications to some standards and procedures. 

8. DlaiJng/protocol linkage 

The numbering plan must work with and enable current and futnre dialing procedures 
(e.g., preftxes) and service protocols. The numbering plan proposal continues the current 
NANP structure, which is compatible with all existing prefixes and service protocols. The 
proposed plan also enables the expansion of existing prefixes (e.g., Carrier Access Codes 
[CACs]), the addition of new prefixes, and compatibility with future service protocols. 
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ANI II 

""" B-ISON 
BNR 
CAC 
CANTO 

cc 
cc 
CCITT 

co 
CCC 
ccx::us 
CO (code) 
CRTC 
CSCN 
CTIA 
cru 
ODD 
0<0 
DN'C 
= OP 
OTMF 
WD 
ESP 
FCC 
FGB 
FNF 
HNPA 
<CF 
'DOC 
liLC 
N 
'NF 
INPA (codes) 
ISDN 
O<C 
KBPS 
KP 
LATA 
CEC 
LTNP 
MFJ 
NANP 
NANPA 
NARUC 
NOF 
NPA 
NTIA 
OBF 

North .t.m.lcon Numl>orlng Plan Admlna..r.IOr'o 
Prop ""' onU..Fulu .. ol-botlf!glnWo!ldlono 1 

Glossary of Acronyms 

--· 
Automatic Number Identification, n connotes a 2-<lig~ code format 
American National Standards Institute 
Broadband Integrated 5e1Vioes Dig~al Network 
Bell Northern Research 
Carrier Access Code 
Caribbean Assodation ol National Telacomrrunications 
Orgarizations 
Common Control or 
Country Code 
ConsuHative Committee International Telegraph and Telephone 
(translated from the original French: Comlte ConsuHatif 
lntemational Telegraphique et Telephonlque) 
Carrier ldentlfication Code 
Carrier Uaison Committee 
Celllral Office Code Utilization Survey 
Central Office (code) 
~oadan Radio-!elevision and Telacomrrurlcations Commission 
Canadan Stearing-ComrTittee on Numbering 
Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association 
Caribbean Telecomm.Jnications Union 
Direct DiSiance Diaing 
Direcl Inward Dia~ng 
Data Network ldentlfication Code 
Department of Comm.Jnications (Canadian) 
Dial Pulse or Dial Pulsing 
Dual-Tone Muttitrequency 
End or dia~ng 
Enhanced Service Provider 
Federal Communicalions Commission 
Feature Group e 
Future ol Nurrbering Forum 
Home Numbering Plan Area 
lnduSiry Carrier Compatibiity Forum 
International Direct a-stance Diaing 
Information Industry Uaison Committee 
Intelligent Network 
ISDN Numbering Forum 
Interchangeable Nurrbering Plan Area (codes) 
Integrated services Digital NelwOIII 
ln!erexchange Carrier 
Kiiobits Per Second 
Keypulse signal 
Local Access and Transport Area 
Local Exchange earlier 
Long-Term Numbering Plan 
Modified Rnal Judgement 
North American Numbering Plan 
North American Numbering Plan Administrator 
National Association of Regulatory Utiity COrrmissioners (US) 
Network Operations Forum 
Numbering Plan Area 
National Telecomrn.mications and Information Agency 
Operations Bi!Ung Forum 
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PBX 
PCS 
POTS 
PSDS 
PSTN 
RCC 
SAC 
SR' 
SMDS 
SST 
ST 
sxs 
UPT 
us 
USNSC 
USTA 
VPN 
WNSC 
w.n 

PriVate Branch Exchange 
Personal Comrrunications Service 
Plan Old Telephone sernce 
Pubic Switched Digital Service 
Public Switched Telephone Network 
Rado Common Carrier 
Service Access Code 
Stanford Research lnst~ute 
Switched Mu~i·megabi\ Data SaMce 
Signaling System 7 
Start signal 
Step-by-step 
Universal Personal Telecomrn.Jnica\ions 
United States 
United States Numbering Steering Comnlttee 
United States Telephooe Association 
Virtual Private Network 
World Zone 1 Numbeling Steering Comnlttee 
World Zone 1 


